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OPENING PLENARY-CANADIAN FEDERATION OF
STUDENTS - CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS-SERVICES

Call to Order

Brenda Cote, CFS Chairperson called the 2no Annual General
Meeting of the Canadian Federation of Students/Canadian Federation
of Students - Services to order. She suggested that the CFS
and CFS-S plenaries be held concurrently.

MOTION: To run tne CFS CFS-S plenaries concurrently

Winnipeg/WI

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Roll Call

Brenda then called the roll. Quorum was present.

Ratification of Plenary Chair

Brenda explained the process by which the Central Committee
selected the proposed plenary chair, Kris Farkas. Kris has
extensive experience in the student movement in Alberta, and
has attended several national conferences.

MOTION: To ratify Kris Farkas as plenary chair

U of Lethbridge/ U of Alberta

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Adoption of Plenary Agenda

MOTION: To ratify the plenary agenda

Saskatchewan/Winnipeg

AMENDMENT: To amend the agenda to include a discussion of the
National Provincial Meeting

Ryerson/NSCAD

Winnipeg asked for clarification of this "amendment. .Ryerson
explained that he felt that a discussion of the NPM would
assist in discussions of restructuring at the conference. Kris
pointed out that a discussion of the NPM was scheduled to take
place during one of the workshops. Ryerson maintained that a
more thorough discussion was necessary. U of T GSU pointed out
that the minutes from the NPM were included in the conference
kit.

AMENDMENT - FAILED

MAIN MOTION - CARRIED

,l
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Rules of Order

Kris briefly explained rules of order for the plenary.

Announcement of Proxies

Laurentian has given its proxy to Nipissing
U of T GSU has given its proxy to Carleton.

Ratification of New Members

MOTION: To accept Holland and Brock as prospective members, and
Kwantlen and Queen's GSS as full members.

VCC/Nipissing

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Ratification of Conference Agenda

MOTION: To accept the General Meeting agenda

Winnipeg/Lakehead

Dawn Noyes explained the conference agenda.

AMENDMENT:

MAIN MOTION:

To amend the agenda as follows: to strike the
Central Committee meeting, move the regional
caucuses to where the CC meeting is, and expand
the structures workshop to 9 p.m.

VCC/U Vic

CARRIED

CARRIED

Welcbming Remarks

Brenda Cote welcomed the delegates on behalf of CFS. She noted
that CFS has had a difficult year, yet students on the campuses
have had an even more difficult time. She suggested that the
conference focus on two major areas: the campaign and developing
stronger structures within the organization. The most important
task of the conference, she concluded, was to develop a complete
recognition of the unity of the student movement.

Rich Brook welcomed delegates on behalf of CFS-Services. He
agreed with Brenda that the Federation had .alot of work to do
over the next year and also agreed with the need for unity. He
hoped that delegates enjoy the conference and they would leave
invigorated and ready to carry out the work.

Beth Olley, President of the University of Saskatchewan Students
Union welcomed delegates to Saskatoon.
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Brenda next asked Catherine LUdgate from Capilano College
to say a few words about the loss of a friend from B.C. in
the student movement last year, Gprdon Moore.

Catherine described GordoJs struggle with cancer over the last
year. When Gord died, he left behind a young daughter, many
friends and a legacy of work in the Federation. He had also been
involved in trade union, native rights and social service
support struggles. She read out a poem which Gordon had written
shortly before he died which had been read out at his memorial
service.

Approval of Victoria Conference Minutes

MOTION: To accept the plenary minutes from the Victoria Conference.

Winnipeg/Saskatchewan

U of A made a correction to the attendance list. Teresa Gonzalez
was replaced by Robert Grunio.

U of A Grads pointed out they had not attended the conference.

CARRIED as amended

Introductions

Dawn Noyes introduced the Central Committee, CFS-S Board, CFS
staff, CFS-S Staff, and provincial organization staff.

Kris introduced the invited guests, ANEQ, CUP, Liberal Party of
Canada, Concordia University.

MOTION To give invited guests observer status
Fanshawe/McMaster
CARRIED

Telegrams and Letters

Pete Wheeland from l'ANEQ read out a letter of greetings
from l'ANEQ. The letter also indicated l'ANEQ's views on its
role in the larger student movement. They declared the nation
hood of Quebec, citing by way of example, the different education
system in Quebec. They hope that CFS will continue the old
friendly NUS/ANEQ relationship.

Report from Women~ Caucus

Gilaine Funnell delivered the report from the Women's Caucus.
The caucus focused on women and un/under employment, peace,
research and development and government funding for social
services. Other concerns discussed were pornography, sexual
harassment, and women's involvement in the student movement.
She noted that the male/female ratio at national conferences
is· getting worse. This led to a discussion of affirmative action
and organizing skills. She announced that the women's caucus
recommends Connie Kovalenka be the new Women's Commissioner.
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Gilaine then explained the Sexual Harassment Grievance Committee,
and announced the members of the committee for the conference.
They are Tim Hill, Connie Kovalenka and Liz Vargus.

McMaster asked why there was only one man on the committee.Some
provincial conferences elect two women and two men.

Gilaine explained that sexual harassment happens to women far
more often than to men, and it was felt that the committees'
composition should reflect this.

Executive Reports

Brenda delivered the CC report. The report contains nine sections:
introduction, development, staff, relations with government,
media work, coalitions, campaign, mandate review and finances.
She stressed that delegates should read the report, as it contains
not only details of the previous year\ work, but analysis of
strengths and weaknesses also.

Rich delivered the report from the CFS-S Board. He
outlined some of' the highlights of the year, including a poster
campaign, renewed Board communication with the membership,
and the Canadian Programming Service, which over the past year
has seen an increase of 100% in the number of speakers booked
on campuses. Rich introduced the newest CFS-S staff person,
Brad James •

•Treasurers Report
, - • ". > , • • , .,

The CFS TreasurerS report was delivered by Steve Quigley, Treasurer.
Steve first introduced the preliminary treasurer~ report. He
discussed the debt reduction schedule and the special projects
bUdget. There are two resolutions arising. from the report

MOTION: BIRT all financial requests made to CFS must be
submitted to the CFS Budget Committee 24 hours before
the start of the Final Plenary;

BIFRT the Budget Committee will be required to provide
relevant information to the plenary on such items as
effect on bUdget and sources of funding;

BIF~T the BUdget Committee will be required to recommend
amendments to motions presented to them in fulfillment
of the above;

BIFRT any financial request to CFS which isdt submitted
to the Budget Committee will be considered by the plenary
only if the the motion to the plenary describes a) the
budget line item from which the funds wil'l be allocated,
and b} the effect, if any, on the financial position
of CFS.

Winnipeg/ U of Sask

CARRIED
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the problem of over due fees. He feels it
plenary support in dealing with this

MOTION: Whereas Member Associations act as agents for the
Federation in the collection of student fees,

BIRT Member Associations shall be charged an interest
rate of 2% per month on the portion of the fees
not remitted to the Federation, within 30 days of the
receipt of said fees, and

BIFRT all accounts overdue by more than 180 days shall
be settled by legal action.

McMaster asked if fee agreements between members and CFS were in
place.

Steve answered they were being drawn up, but none have
been signed as yet. He suggested contacting the CFS lawyer before
the close of the conference to check the legal status of
collecting fees from people who have n't yet signed agreements.

Regina asked about the '3D day' clause; in that their BOG
releases their money to them, and sometimes their cash flow is
zero.

Steve. answered that the resolution was a guideline for problem
collections, not every collection. .

Don Miller noted that FAS is in a similar situation, suing
3 members for outstanding fees. FAS lawyers feel that the
referendum to join the organization, and participation in
the organization constitutes a legally binding contract.

Queen's GSS asked about situations when the administration
holds back a percentage of the fees.

Steve answered that, if the cash were available, CFS would appreciate
it in one lump sum. However, if that\ not possible, CFS
would receive the fees in the same manner as the student union
does from the administration.

Atkinson asked about why Gdendon owes money yet is not a member.

Steve explained that Glendon owes outstanding NUS fees. A
cheque for their fees had been sent to CFS but was returned NSF.

Atkinson asked where CFS got the jurisdictirim to collect
NUS fees.

Steve answered that NUS recognizes that perspective CFS members
will receive NUS fees. CFS controls the budget of NUS thus
outstanding debts to NUS are CFS's responsibility.

Dawn added that legally, the executive of CFS and NUS are the same.

UBC was concerned about alienating members. She wanted information
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about what procedures would be instituted before legal action was
taken.

Steve answered that this would take place 'in consulatation
with the members in question. Letters and phone calls would
take place, the CC rep from this region~ould be consulted,
and if no other extenuating circumstances prevailed, a collection
agency would be contacted. The final step would be legal
action.

Helena Mitchell, CFS-O, stressed the commOn sense element in
fee collection. She also stressed the need for an established
procedure for fee collection.

Capilano asked if the schools with outstanding fees had signed
promissory notes.

Paul Post, CFS Financial Co-ordinator answered that most had.

AMENDMENT BIFRT the voting privileges of the members
listed as having outstanding fees as of May 1,
1983 be suspended until promissary notes are
signed for repaYment of all outstanding fees.

even though the
The previous student

that CFS claimed
information
this issue more

Fanshawe spoke against the amendment. He needed more information
from CFS regarding Fanshawe's outstanding fees before he could
sign a note. .

Brock has recently voted to withdraw from CFS,
delegate from Brock was personally in favour.
union administration was able to use the fact
Brock owed them money to stay out of CFS.This
was used unjustly, b~t he warned CFS to treat
delicately in the future.

Winnipeg spOke against the amendment. There was some concern
among several delegates at the plenary who had thoughtCFS
fees had been paid. If the person responsible for finances is
not at the conference, the situation cannot be resolved here.

Trent 'agreed with Winnipeg.

VVI spoke in favour of the amendment, noting that the student union
acts only as the agent for CFS in fee collection.

AMENDMENT' To suspend votingprivileges.'after this conference'

FR;rENDLY

A delegate noted that by-law 1, Section S.a. states that members
cannot be suspended without 28 days notice.

MOTION: To extend debate on the amendment to 3 more speakers
for an against this motion.

FAILED

AMENDMENT CARRIED

MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED
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steve then presented the unaudited statements. He reported an
operating surplus for fiscal 1982-83 of.$14,531.00. However,
a $46,000.00 deficit is slated for next year if nothio9 changes,
and'he feels he cannot recommend this.

MOTION To accept the unaudited statements

Memorial/Mount St Vincent

CARRIED

Question Period

MOTION That there be a 30 minute time limit on each of the
two question periods; the Central Committee and the
Services Board

U of S/VVI

CARRIED

waterloo has been directed by his student council to make
the following rema~ks. The student council reviewed the results
of the victoria conference and expressed concern that a NUS
plenary had not been. held. Waterloo feels they do not have a
voice at the national level, even though they are members of
NUS and contribute $17,000 to the organization.

Steve answered that he agreed that not holding a NUS plenary at
the Victoria conference had been a serious error.

Waterloo thoughtit was' likely that his council would have a
heated discussion about the I moral validity' of contributing
so much money to an.organization they do not belong to. He
suggested that the CC send out a letter of apology to the effected
schools.

VCC King Edward asked~j the delegates fees for this conference
were so high.

Rich answered that the conference was slated to break even. The
fee covers food, accomodation, printing, rental of sound equip
ment etc.

VCC King Edward asked for a better scaling for small budget
members. He also asked that alternate sites for conferences.
be examined.

Waterloo asked what the proportion of full paying conference
delegates is.

Kris answered that there are 51 'freebies' and 140 registered
delegates.

Atkinson asked how the CFS plenary can pass motions relating
to NUS membership such as Glendon.

Brenda answered that all matters dealt with by the CFS
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plenary will be taken to a NUS plenary. At the NUS plenary
NUS members can discuss any business arising from the CFS
plenary.

SFU asked why CFS-S hasn I t",assumed half the debt for the
Lethbridge and Ottawa conferences.

Steve answered that CFS-S was not responsible for irresponsibility
of.CFS in not paying its bills on time.

David Jones from CFS-S answered that CFS-S did pay for half
the conference costs.

ti of A asked what the International Relations Officer has been
doing since the Victoria conference, and generally what
kind of international work has been done.

Brenda answered that CFS co-ordinated a cross country speaking
tour by Armando Parredas. They also had some communication
with student unions outside Canada such as NUSUK. The work
that has been done has been quite weak, however, given the
lack of an International Relations Officer since the resignation
of Catherine Glenn.

Winnipeg asked how CFS handled the foreign student issue.

Brenda answered that the international committee at the conference
will have to decide whether CFS should focus more on international
issues (e.g. disarmament) or international students. Brenda
cited the problem of visa student tuition increases in Ontario,
which CFS worked on with CFS-O.

U Vic asked what the opinion of CFSwould be towards international
students organizing a national student union on their own.

Dawn noteo. this would have to be a plenary decision.

U of A is holding a referendum in November, and would like a
review of past referenda to analyse defeats·and victories.

Don Miller noted that there will be such a workshop scheduled
for this conference.

Services Board Question Period

WI asked about ~ta:ff .. relations. She cited the example of the
collective agreement between staff and management at CFS, and
asked if CFS-S staff were treated in an equally fair manner.

Rich answered that he has never hear'd a complaint from staff
members, nor has he heard that they would like to unionize.
He believes in the principle of equal pay.

U of A asked why CFS Services only donated $1,500.00 to the
National Provincial Meeting whereas CFS donated $7,000.00.

Rich noted that CFS-S has a deficit of $80,000.00. There had
been no provisions in the CFS-S budget for an NPM, but the Board
had decided a contribution was required, and $1,500.00 was all
they felt they could afford.
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Okanagan-Kelowna asked about CPS. She asked if CPS could perhaps
open a regional office outside Central Canada.

Rich answered that CPS is looking at further 'regionalizing'
their services.

Notices of Motion

Diane Flaherty outlined the constitutional requirements for notice
of motion. She outlined the various notices and ruled that the
Dalhousie, SFU and Kwantlen motions had received notice.
The national office received verbal notice on April 4 from VVI,
while the motions were sent directly to locals. These had also
received due notice. (See appendix I

Motions from Dalhousie

MOTION: To refer notice *1 from Dalhousie to the constitution
committee

Fanshawe/MSV

CARRIED

MOTION: To refer *2 from Dalhousie to the constitution committee.

Guelph/VVI

CARRIED

MOTION: To refer the SFU motions to the final plenary

Queens GSS/ U of A

CARRIED

MOTION: To refer the VVI motions to the Organizational Development
and Constitution Committee

MSV/VCCLangara

CARRIED

MOTION: To refer the policy directive from VVI to the Organizational
Development, Constitution and Finance Committees

Uof C/U of R

CARRIED

MOTION: To refer the motions from VVI to the constitution committee

Okanagan/Dalhousie

CARRIED

MOTION: To refer the
Development

MSV/Algoma

CARRIED

Kwantlen motions to the Organizational
committee
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Elections

Diane outlined the positions currently open for election at
the conference. They are Chairperson, Treasurer and Member
at Large of CFS. An NGS, Colleges, Womens and International
Relations representative will also be elected. CFS-Services,
if notice of motion is carried, will be electing a Member
at Large.

MOTION: To open nominations for all positions

Winrtipeg/U of T GSU

CARRIED

Special Business

MOTION: Whereas the Joyce Andres Memorial Fund has been endorsed
by the National Union of Students (NUS) and;

Whereas the directors of the Memorial Society have
arranged to rename the memorial society the "Joyce
Andres/Gordon Moore Memorial Fund";

BIRT the Canadian Federation of Students/Federation
Canadienne des Etudiants endorse the Joyce Andres
Gordon Moore Memorial fund, and '

BIFRT A working committee of three general meeting
participants be struck to establish guidelines for the
implementation of a CFS/FCE liason to the society,
suggestions for administration of the fund and ideas
for publicity of the fund;

BIFRT this committee report to the grill session portion
of the final plenary and that nominations for the liason
position be solicited at that time.

Capilano/Kwantlen

CARRIED

Cate Kempton outlined the NGS quorum discrepancy. Quorum requires
7, when only 6 belong.

MOTION: BIRT notice be waived of constitutional change
for the NGC

Dalhousie/ U of T GSU

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the constitution of the National Graduate Council
(VI.A.4.) be amended to read:
"Quorum for Semi Annual Gener'al Meetings shall be attained
when representatives of four (4) recognised graduate
associations are present."

MemorialjNipissing

CARRIED
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Tony Marks from Newfoundland made a presentation on the effects
of the provincial budget on Newfoundland students. He especially
thanked Mark Lanihan for all his help on this issue.

MOTION: Whereas Cutbacks in funding to post secondary education
in the province of Newfoundland have led to the
severe constraints on the funding of the.provincial
student aid program; and

Whereas these constraints will have a crippling effect
on accessibility to post secondary study in the province
with the highest illiteracy rate, highest cost of
living , highest sales tax and the lowest participation
rate in post secondary student in Canada, and

Whereas Newfoundland students have protested 5,200
strong against government constraints,

BIRT CFglFCE support the efforts of Newfoundland students
in their'· continuing fight with the provincial government
in providing accessibility for all students to post
secondary education in their province,

Winnipeg/ U of S

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Brenda Cote congratulated Newfoundland for the hard work they
did all year on this issue.

Deb Thiel, president of Memorial University Student Union provided
further background to the issue. She thanked all the delegates
who had sent telegrams to Memorial. She stressed that this experience
as well as similar experiences in the past at Memorial have proven
the value of a national student organization.

MOTleN: To accept the following as
-campaign
-constitution
-CFS Finances
-student rights
-discounts
-international
-organizational development

U of A/Saskatchewan

CARRIED

conference committees:
-conference development
-CFS-S Finances
-National Education Plan
--resolutions/policy
-resource projects, planning

and priorities (RPPP)

MOTION: To strike a Gordon Moore/Joyce Andres Memorial
Fund·Committee

VCC Langara/VVI

CARRIED
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MOTION: Whereas members of NUS, who do not hold CFS full
or prospective membership pay fees to the organization
but do not have voting privileges in CFS,

BIRT the CFS/FCE Organizational Development Committee
investigate, and present recommendations to the
final plenary on the relationship between NUS members
and CFS to ensure that NUS members' role in CFS
reflects their financial contribution.

McMaster/U of Alberta

CARRIED

NoticeoT- Motion

No new notices of motion were brought forward

Conference Logistics

U of S gave a rundown on the various logistical details for
the conference

MOTION: To thank the conference planning committee at U of S

Winnipeg/

CARRIED BY APPLAUSE

Adjournment

MOTION: To adjourn this plenary

W:Lnnipeg/VVI

CARRIED
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ISSUES PLENARY - CFS/FCE Conference

Call to Order

Kris Farkas called the plenary to order. The roll was called,
quorum was reached. She outlined plenary rules and procedures.

Motions

MOTION: Whereas CFS is a democratic organization;

BIRT every workshop and committee select its chair
and ratify its agenda in a democratic manner, except
where this policy violates the CFS constitution.

McMaster UGS/Guelph

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE adopt as policy the Declaration of the
Rights of the Women Student (83-C-006.07) (due
notice has been received)

Winnipeg/Ryerson

Saskatchewan spoke against the motion, citing the highly contentious
debate on the issue of freedom of choice on abortion on his .campus.

Guelph spoke strongly in favour of the motion. She reminded
delegates that the issue was choice; and the motion allowed
women to make that choice on the campuses and in Canada, on their
own.

Ryerson spoke in favour of the motion, citing CFS policy on
accessibility to education.

CARRIED with much applause

MOTION: Whereas CFS is committed to the equal participation of
women in the student movement, and

Whereas it is the right of all women students to play
an equal and active role in decision making;

BIRT CFS/FCE recommend and promote a policy of equal
and active participation of women in all aspects of
the organization.

U of A/Memorial

U of C Grads asked if this motion implied that all components
of CFS should be 50-50.

Gilaine explained that the intent of the motion is to promote
an affirmative action policy in all aspects of the organization.

Carleton cited the small number of women on his council this year,
and asked if this motion would force schools to send at least
one woman to conferences.

Gilaine explained that she was more concerned about situations
relating·to larger delegations.

'I~'
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Carleton said he was looking for a mechanism for forcing more
councils to send women, to take back to his own council.

Gilaine noted that CFS can't impose rules like that on local councils.

Helena Mitchell referred to the CFS-O policy on affirmative
, action which is more detailed than this motion. She asked the

women's caucus to bring forward a more detailed policy in
the future.

Gilaine answered that this was the intent of this motion.
The Women's Steering Committee will be meeting to develop a
more detailed policy.

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the federal government has placed controls,
through the 6 &5 program, on fiscal transfers for
post secondary education (EPF) and

Whereas provincial governments have repeatedly misdirected
transfer payments intended for pse and;

Whereas these actions have seriously undermined the ac
cessibility and quality of pse,

BIRT CFS/FCE condemn both the federal and provincial
levels of government for this shift of priority away from
pse.

Guelph/U of A

UBC pointed out that the 'BIRT' section is the only binding part
of a motion, and this section in this motion is meaningless.

MOTION: To table this until the motion has been written in
proper form

Winnipeg/U of C Grads

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE place pressure on the federal and provincial
government to renegotiate EPF so that all funds originally

earmarked for education be transferred to the provinces
so that they cannot be disbursed for any other purpose.

Memorial/U of C

Helena spoke against the motion, as it constitutes a policy to
direct provincial plenaries.

U of A also spoke against the motion. Its not a question of
'siding' with one or the other level of government, but rather
recognizing that both levels of government don't see education
as a priority.

Memorial thought it did not playoff both levels of government.

AMENDMENT:

to add "CFS/FCE, in conjunction with provincial
affiliates, place pressure .•• "

Okanagan/Douglas

Helena spoke against the amendment, noting it still directed
provincial plenaries.
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VVI was in favour of the ~otion. She urged delegates not to
engage in I jurisdictional battles' since this was a problem
that confronted students in all provinces.

Winnipeg spoke against the amendment, as CFS cannot make directives
to local councils or provincial plenaries.

Okanagan said the intent of the motion was for CFS to aid provincial
organizations in carrying this out.

Winnipeg asked for a ruling from the chair as .to whether this
amendment was in order.

Kris answered that the motion, in her opinion, constituted a
recommendation to provincial plenaries, and therefore was in
order.

AI-lENDMENT TO
THE AMENDMENT:

FRIENDLY

AMENDMENT: CARRIED

MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED: CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas FCE/CFS recognize the rights of Quebec students
to organize;

BIRT all public statements and policy positions
developed by CFS/FCE around the issue of EPF, and all
other issues, specifically exclude Quebec unless
approved by the National representatives
of Quebec students.

Carleton/U of A

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas students recognize the need for a broad, flex
ible education for everybody in order that individuals
have reasonable career options open to them, and

Whereas the federal and provincial governments in Canada
are increasingly moving towards an emphasis on intensive
training programs in areas of industry they deem to be
developing;

BIRT CF~CE lobby the federal government to commit them
selves to a priority of broad based education for all,
and;
BIFRT CFS/FCE lobbv to ensure that no money is removed
from the praditional post secondary education system
to support speeific training initiatives

CarIe ton/VCC

OCA asked for clarification as to what 'broad based education'
is.

Ryerson explained that the intent of the motion was to 'protect'
the trational 'pie' of education from paying for new initiatives
like the National Skills Training Act.

--------------- .._---
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western SOGS was against the motion in that it seeme~ to remove
an element of choice from the education system.

AMENDMENT: To omit the first BIRT

Ryerson/OCA

VVI spoke. against the amendment, as did U of A.

OCA spoke in favour of specialized education, such as is offerred
at OCA.

SFU spoke in favour, in that the motion would provide for further
choice in the system. .

Winnipeg was also in favour, since CFS hasn't adequately addressed
the whole question of skills training verses 'broad based'
educ.ation.

AMENDMENT FAILED (13/14/2)

AMENDMENT: To omit 'traditional' and add, in its place
'bhe established public post secondary education
system' •.•

VVI/U of T Grads

Lakehead spoke against the motion, in that it seemed to hinder
the advance of post secondary education.

Brandon was also against the amendment, since 'established'
pse would Lnc-Iude the National Skills Training Act.

Mac UGS though that 'specific training initiatives' covered
the NSTA.

Ryerson thought the motion did not hinder the development of pse.

Winnipeg and SOGS spoke against the amendment, citing the same
reason as Brandon.

AMENDMENT CARRIED

Discussion on Main Motion

Atkinson thought·the motion discriminated against community
colleges.

MOTION: to table this motion

U of S/Wascana

FAILED

AMENDMENT: to add, after the last BIRT "but that new monies
be directed to support specific training initiatives."

Lakehead/Queen's AMS

VVI spoke against the amendment, as CFS has had little discussion
on what the best policy towards vocational education should
be.

Winnipeg agreed.

AMENDMENT FAILED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED
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MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE researchers research further the
issue of funding trends in occupational training
courses, community colleges and the National training
programs, by federal and provincial governments and
the private sector, and

BIFRT the research expose the effects of these funding
trends upon women

Winnipeg/U of C Grads

Winnipeg explained that she thought CFS had had insufficient
discussion on the whole area of occupational training.

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the proposal presented at the CFS-S Data Bank
workshop and the suggestions brought forth within
that workshop be studied by the RPPP committee at
this conference.

Winnipeg/Sask

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas it is desirable to have CFS and CFS-Services
work together with the common goal of serving Canadian
student's needs, and;

Whereas it is desirable to have a centralized information
resource service which works in co-operation with CFS, and

Whereas the Victoria plenary approved the establishment
of an information resource service;

BIRT This data bank be established in Ottawa to meet
both the political and service requests of students.

Winnipeg/Saskatchewan

AMENDMENT: To delete 'Ottawa'

Trent/McMaster

A long discussion ensued on the advantages of having the info
bank located in Ottawa verses Toronto.

AMENDMENT CARRIED

MOTION: To table this motion until the final plenary

SFU/Mac grads

FAILED

U of A withdrew the motion
MOTION WITHDRAWN

MOTION: BIRT CFS demand that the federal government make a cOm
mitment to regional economic development in labour
intensive fields that contribute to the social develop
ment of Canada

Winnipeg/UBC

CARRIED

~~~~~_._---- --~---~~~-. ----~~---
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MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE lobby the federal government to support
basic research and a'broad education in Canada's
universities and colleges to allow students to have
mobility within the job market, therefore avioding
over-emphasis and specializati6hs in obsolete or
limited fields.

Brandon/SFU

McMaster asked for a ruling on this motion, as it is similar to
the motion passed earlier.

Kris ruled that the motion was in order

CHALLENGE TO THE CHAIR McMaster/

CHAIR'S RULING UPHELD

MOTION CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS lobby the federal government to shift its
priority to fighting unemployment and eliminating
structural unemployment

OCA/U of T Grads

A delegate asked what structural unemployment was.

Kris responded that it referred to the number of unemployed necessary
to make the economy work.

victoria argued against the motion as it does not specify an
acceptable level of inflation.

Atkinson felt that the motion made no sense because inflation
and unemployment go together.

Mac Grads spoke in favour, because the'fight against inflation'
resulted in cutbaCks ahd therefore hardship for students.

MOTION: To refer this to the campaign committee

Winnipeg/Okanagan

Winnipeg felt that the purpose of the workshop was to provide
a basis from which the campaign, and other committees could
work from.

King Edward felt that the process was not mutually exclusive,
and thought the plenary should pass and refer the motion.

A delegate suggested that the purpose behind the workshop was
to discuss the issues of importance. The campaign committee
was supposed to take action on the important issues.

Carleton spoke in favour of referring the motion, because
it now lacked sufficient 'punch'. '

Winnipeg felt that this motion could only be discussed in
the context of other motions on -r employment. The campaign
committee should thoroughly 'disc'uss this, since it is supposed
to determine a plan of attack on the entire issue of unemployment.

Dalhousie spoke in favour of referring the motion.

SFU spoke against referring the motion.
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asIkedWinnipeg whether the main motion was a policy statement.

Kris said since the motion directed CFS to lobby it was not
a policy motion, but a directive.

MOTION TO REFER - DEFEATED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the CC of CFS be directed to collaborate with the
national representatives of Quebec students in the
development of the Federations' campaign against
unemployment.

SFU/Ryerson

Carleton and Mac Grads had a debate over what constituted full
employment.

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas unemployment is a most grievous problem,

BIRT CFS research and take action around the links
between increased military and related spending and
unemployment, education and social programs spending,
and;

BIFRT CFS advocate increased spending in job creation
programmes for students which pay a fair and decent
wage and which are career-oriented.

Memorial/Winnipeg

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS support a full employment strategy within
a long-term, democratically created national economic
development plan

Trent/McMaster UGS

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the national executive meet with business, labour,
government and other concerned organizations to
formulate joint policies encouraging summer and permanent
job creation.

Winnipeg/Memorial

CARRIED

MOTION BIRT the CFS Services Board phase out the Canadian
Programming Service within one year.

Kwantlen/Douglas

U of C Grads spoke against the motion as it was a premature action
and that there would be other motions coming up in the workshop
that would improve the service and make it worth keeping.
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Fanshawe spoke against .the motion

UBC felt the motion was redundant since it was going to
be brought up in the RPPP committee.

MOTION: To table this motion

SFU/Mac Grads

SFU felt that in light of UBC's comments the motion should
be tabled indefinately

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas CFS Services is an organization wholly owned
and operated by its student members and

Whereas CPS is a service provided by CFS-S
which lacks a long-term plan for development,

BIRT The board of directors of CFS-S, in consultation
with CPS, produce alternatives for such a plan and

BIFRT these alternatives be presented at a workshop at
the Fall 1983 conference forthEl consideration of
the membership'.

Regina/U of A

U of A felt that the only way that CPS could succeed would be
through the.development of a long term plan that took account
of all campuses needs.

'Rich Brook argued that the RPPP had already developed a long
term plan for CPS. He did note, however, that the CFS-SBoard
was prepared to re-think CPS's short and long term goals if the
plenary so decided.

MOTION: To refer this motion to the RPPP Committee

Capilano/SFU

CARRIED

MOTION Whereas ,the speakers offered by the CPS are unavailable
to small low-budgeted member institutions ,of CFS

BIRT a formal sUbsidy program for these members be
developed by CFS-S for CPS

U of L/U of C GSA

MOTION: To refer this to RPPP

Capilano/Nipissing

CARRIED
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MOTION: BIRT the federal government be directed to change
the repayment schedule of CSL so that repayment
begins not sooner than 6 months after graduation
or after leaving school if full time employment
if obtained, or waived until full time employment
has been obtained.

Nipissing/Laurentian

Ryerson felt that the motion did not address the problem
of people never joining the labour force after graduation.

winnipeg argued that all people with an education benefitted
society no matter what their labour force status.

Guelph argued that those who did not enter the labou~ force
did not because employment opportunities were non-existant.

gFU noted that the intent of the motion was to extend the
Federal government's grace period until individuals found
employment.

AMENDMENT: to add, at the end of the motion
" ...or until financial conditions permit"

Okanagan Kelowna/Ryerson

Guelph spoke against the amendment, as it would allow for
arbitrary interpretations.

It was asked who would judge when such conditions permit.

AMENDMENT FAILED

A1'1ENDMENT: to delete "or waived until full time employment
has been obtained"

A delegate suggested that the amendment conflicted with the
original intent of the motion and asked the chair for a ruling.

Kris ruled the amendment was in order.

A delegate noted that the amendment changed the motion to
merely being a description of what already existed, and
therefore made little sense.

AMENDMENT FAILED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE accept as policy the following statements:

Quality, accessible and democratically planned
post secondary education is a right of every resident
of Canada. Financial assistance should be made -available io
students on the basis of demonstrated financial need.

Student Assistance should reflect the following
objectives: .

\
The removal of direct financial barriers to post-
secondary education, to promote equal opportunity
for an increased participation of people from lower
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socio-economic circumstances and disadvantaged groups;

The creation of a national program to distribute
the funds needed to completely cover the costs
of obtaining a post secondary education;

The elimination of discrimination on the basis of
race, national or ethnic origin, religion, sex, age,
disability, marital status, sexual orientation,
political belief or socio-economic background,

Inter provincial mobility,

The responsibility of the government for improved
delivery of student assistance information to secondary
school students.

wascana/McMaster UGS

U of A asked how much of the motion was redundant insofar as
it was already enshrined in CFS's founding principles.

A delegate noted that it was a policy motion.

Kris agreed and stated that if passed at this conference, it
would constitute a notice of motion for the next conference.

Wascana asked for a definition of demonstrated need.

U of A Grads answered that is was a means test, which could
include parental income.

Winnipeg thought that the statement 'demonstrated needs'
was a governmental term that allowed for bureaucratic abuse.

AMENDMENT: to amend the motion to read (after the
second paragraph) ..• "al L students, the
amount to be determined soley on individual
financial need ;." .

Winnipeg/Wascana

AMENDMENT CARRIED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED (notice of motion for Fall
General Meeting)

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE opposes the common practice of banks
to centralise the negotiation of CSLP in one branch
in a particular city or region, where it is determined
by students to be detrimental to their needs.

Guelph/Memorial

CARRIED

MOTION: BlRT CFS/FCE lobby for the fol~owing changes in
student aid:
~increase the total pool of money available for student
aid
-allowances be made for unemployed returning students.

Winnipeg/Calgary
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McMaster asked if the last clause referred to summer unemploy
ment, or students returning for upgrading.

Winnipe'il' and . Calgary replied both

Lakehead asked what was meant by aalowances.

Winnipeg said allowances meant concessions.

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE advocate the elimination of the summer
savings requirement for the CSLP.

SFU/VVI

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE support and advocate the Income Tax
Education Deduction proposal, provided that part
time and graduate students eligibility is included
as a condition rather than a recommendation, and

BIF~T.CFS4FCE develop a strategy to deal with the
ramm~f~cat~onsof this change in provincial government
student assistance programs.

McMaster Grads spoke in favour, noting that the issue has
received a great deal of research attention.

Saskatchewan was against, since the income.ta~.dp,duction

benefitted students and questionned thpadv~sab~l~ty of
giving this benefit away.

Lethbridge was against because of the tactical propriety of
giving this issue away. He also questionned whether
bursaries increase access.

Capilano was in favour, arguing that her campus joined on
the basis of this proposal.

VVI argued in favour because bursaries enhance access.

Capilano requested a roll call vote.

Alberta no .. Lakehead J;lO Selkirk yes

Alberta Emily Ca:r:r yes SFU yes

grads no Laurentian yes U of T GSU yes

Algoma no Lethbridge no Trent yes

Brandon yes McMaster yes VCC-KE yes

UBC yes McMaster VCC-Lang yes

Calgary no UGS yes VVI yes

U of C Memorial yes U Vic yes

grads no Moncton yes Wascana no

Capilano yes Nipissing yes Western

Cariboo yes NSCAD abstain SOGS yes

Carleton yes Okanagan yes Winnipeg abstain

Dalhousie yes OCA yes

Douglas yes Queen's yes

Fanshawe no Regina yes

Guelph yes Ryerson yes

Kwantlen yes Sask no

------------
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MOTION CARRIED 30/10/2

Saskatchewan argued that this was not a vote for or against
access, but rather about whether this was a workable plan.

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE lobby for the time limit for repayment
of loans received by part-time students and the
interest on those loans be extended to a period of
18 months after the negotiation of the loan
as opposed to the current 6 weeks.

Nipissing/Western SOGS

Jeff O'Malley asked for an explanation of which programme the
proviso 'the current 6 weeks' was a part of.

Atkinson stated that the CSLP allowed for part time students to
get loans. The 6 weeks provision was non-sensical because
students would berepaying one semester's loan while there
were receiving the second semester's loan.

CARRIED

MOTION: That the campaign committee develop a strategy to ensure
that additional monies added to the CSLP be add~

itional to current student assistance programs
and that it not be used to replace existing
b1;lrsaries

Algoma/Nipissing

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT C~S/FCE affirm its' stand on accessibility to
education, and that CFS/FCE continue to pursue
the proposal passed at the victoria conference
relating to bursaries and tax deductions with the
federal government, and that graduate and
part time students eligibility be added to the list
of conditions in the motions, and that delegates
from this conference be urged to discuss this issue
with their associations.

Trent/Selkirk

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE pressure the government for immediate
implementation of the new student aid changes.

Winnipeg/Okanagan

AMENDMENT: to add, at the end of the motion "taking into
account existing CFS/FCE policy directives of the
plenary regarding student aid.

Winnipeg/Brandon

AMENDMENT CARRIED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED
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MOTION: BIRT the CFS research department be directed to
investigate international interests on student
loans and other types of investments (mega projects,
loans to corporations, foreign projects.) The
results of this research be available at the next
conference.

Victoria/McMaster UGS

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE oppose scholarships being taxable income;and

BIFRT CFS/FCE executive and staff lobby governments
for the elimination of such a policy.

U of Sask/Guelph

Trent asked at what level scholarship income became deductable.

Kris answered $100.00.

Trent asked how much money one had to make before that became
taxable

Carleton answered that all scholarships are taxable.

Winnipeg spoke against the motion because it contradicts
the previ~us motion on income tax deductions.

Guelph argued in favour because scholarships are a recog
nition of academic criteria. All along delegates have
argued for academic criteria rather than financial ones.

Carleton spoke in favour because the logical conclusion
of taxing scholarships was taxing provincial student assistance.

Queens GSS suggested that the deduction on scholarship income
be raised to $1,000.00

Trent spoke against the motion as did Winnipeg

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS lobby the federal government to ammend the
income Tax Act in order that a person repaying
her Canada Student Loan have the aggregate
payments deducted from her total "Taxable Income"

Lethbridge/Queen's GSS

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas CFS-S has been opportunistic in its
business ventures, and

Whereas Granville Island is the centre of the student
movement and

Whereas the government of Alberta felt that PWA
be turned over to the money making sector of the
economy;
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BIRT CFS-S purchase outleft and outfront
Pacific Western Airlines and base its's head office
next to the Bagel Factory on Granville Island

NSCAD/VCC Langara

McMaster objected to consideration of this motion

NOT CONSIDERED BY PLENARY

MOTION: Whereas the majority of educational boards (i.e.
commissions ) are appointed rather than elected, and

Whereas these commissions, when investigating pse,
decide, or promote decision, in accordance with
these findings,

BIRT in the case of federal commissions, CFS lobby
for the implementation of at least one student on each
board, preferably a member of CFS, and at least a student,

. subject to ratif"'ication by CFS

In the case of provincial commissions, CFS lobby
for the implementation of at least one student on
each board, preferably a member of the provincial
student union (where applicable) and/or a member
of CFS enrolled in the individual provinces' pse
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system, and at least a student, subject to the ratification of
the provincial union (where applicable) or, in the case where
there is no provincial union, subject to ratification by
the appropriate provincial caucus of CFS.

Ryerson/Trent

MOTION: To table this motion "to the final plenary

Kings/VCC Langara

MOTION TABLED

MOTION: BIRT the CFS plenary directs the CC to make alliances
with business and labour in order to exchange information
on the ways in which employment opportunities are
changing in Canada

Queen's GSS/Fanshawe

CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the overall needs of Canadian society
are not being democratically and comprehensively
articulated at the present time, and

Whereas it is thus impossible to articulate the
role of pse in indicating these needs and preparing
people to provide for the needs,

BIRT CFS/FCE encourage student unions to hold
a forum on the relationsip between education and
society and that participants be invited from
concerned organizations from all sectors of
society,

BIFRT upon the completion of such a forum, any
findings and analysis be forwarded to the CFS/FCE
National office, and the CFS-S Da~a Bank.

Winnipeg/Memorial

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the CFS-S Board be directed to place higher
priority on the funding of local recruitment into
the student discount program

U Vic/Lethbridge

CARRIED

MOTION: B!RT CFS/FCE commend the Canadian University Press
for its initiative in the past year regarding
coverage of gay and lesbian issues in its member
papers.

Carleton/Kwantlen

Carleton GSA spoke in favour of the motion and particularly
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commend~d the Chdrla~ for its special issue on the topic

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE extend its thanks to the Hon Svend
Robinson, M.P. for his consistent and unprecedented
work in the area of lesbian and gay rights.

Winnipeg/Capilano

CARRIED

MOTION:BIRT CFS/FCE adopt the recommendations of "A New
Direction for CFS International Relations"

Winnipeg/Nipissing

MOTION: To refer this motion to the International
Committee

Winnipeg/Kwantlen

CARRIED (motion tabled)

MOTION: BIRTCFS/FCE will not interfere with the right of
organizations to have literature tables to distribute
information to delegates, provided that such
organizations do not interfere with the ability
of delegates to do their jobs (by, for example,
blocking hallways or entrances.)

Kwantlen/McMast,er.G:t:"ad s

Jeff O'Malley stated that this motion contravened existing
policy. Since it had received proper notice, this would be
considered new policy.

Trent spoke against this, because there was no stipulation
as to which groups could distribute information, and might result
in groups opPoSed to CFS principles distributing information.

Fanshawe spoke against this because the CFSServices fair
provided everyone with information from other invited
groups.

Helena Mitchell thought that'ideological .groups' handing
out information could discredit CFS.

Kwantlen felt that delegates could decide for themselves
what they would like to read.

VVI thought that the presentation of alternative points
of view was a fundamental right and should be supported.

Mac UGS also supported the motion.

MOTION: TO refer this to the Rights Committee and the Conference
Committee

SFU/Carleton

CARRIED (motion tabled)
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MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE recognize the CUP Statement of Principles

Memorial/Trent

MOTION: To table this until after the CUP workshop

U of A/Winnipeg

CARRIED(Motion tabled)

MOTION: Whereas the Victoria plenary directed that the name
of the CFS-S discount be changed to more accurately
reflect "the vast array of students in pse,

BIRT the disount program operated by CFS-S be renamed
Studentsaver and all operations hereafter be carried
on under that name

Capilano/Regina

CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT a committee be struck, with the aid of CFS,
at the next general meeting to set up guidelines
to eliminate the possibility of sexist material
appearing on local campuses.

Guelph/Queen's AMS

AMENDMENT: BIRT the Women's Steering Committee set up
(motion guidelines to eLiminate the possibility of
as amended) sexist material appearing on campuses and that a

workshop be held at the fall conference to discuss
these proposed guidelines

Fanshawe/Trent

AMENDMENT CARRIED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the government is spending increasing amounts
on social assistance,

BIRT the CFS/FCE demands the government implement
job creation programs now as an alternative to
social assistance programs later.

Carleton/WI

CARRIED

MOTION: To adjourn

Guelph/Saskatchewan

CARRIED
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CLOSING PLENARY - CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS
CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS - SERVICES
NATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS

Kris Farkas called the meeting to order at 7:15 p.m.

Adoption of Agenda

MOTION: BIRT we adopt the plenary agenda.

U of Winnipeg/Fanshawe

CARRIED

Next, Kris called a roll call vote. of delegates: quorum
was reached.

Plenary Procedures and Voting

Kris then outlined the plenary rules and procedures.
Originally, it had been planned to hold the NUS plenary
at the end of the CFS plenary tomorrow. However, she
has ·received several obj ections to that procedure.
Therefore, she outlined two options for the plenary to
choose.
Option I - hold the CFS and NUS plenaries concurrently

as follows: NUS members be allowed to debate;
a CFS vote would be held; and immediately
after a NUS vote would be held.

Option 2 ~ hold the CFS plenary and after its completion,
hold a NUS plenary. That plenary can either
ratify all the CFSdecisions, or re~open
discussion ori any issue it likes.
For either of the 2 options, the status of the
members is as follows: A motion passed at the
NUS Lethbridge Conference .(May 5-9, 1981)
that allowed all CFS members to be NUS members
therefore all CFS members can vote at a NUS
plenary, along with NUS members. This includes
prospective members.· .

Helena Mitchell, CFS-O Chair questioned whether the CFS
by-laws allowed for an automatic vote in NUS plenaries
by CFS members.
Kris informed her that this provision was contained in the
NUS by-laws.
Helena asked for and received a copy of the NUS by-laws.
Kris referred to the minutes of the Lethbridge conference.

A by-law amendment motion moved by Caribou College seconded
bV Waterloo replaced existinq by-law 5.2 with

"full membership in the Union also to any post-secon
dary student association which is a full, prospective
or associate votinq member of the Canadian Federation
of Students, notwithstandinq all other provisions of
these by-laws, such associations may remain full
members of the Union at no cost or fee for as lonq
Loner as .they are votinq members of CFS."
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It was asked why past procedure was beinq chanqed.

Atkinson explained that the NUS constitution doesn't guarantee
CFS a vote on NUS matters. He differs with the chair in
her interpretation of the NUS by-laws. EquallY the CFS
constitution doesn't ~uarantee NUS members a vote. He
advocates separate votes; noting that at Lethbridqe NUS
became defunct.

Kris disagreed, noting NUS plenaries have, since Lethbridqe,
ratified CFS elections.

Waterloo asked for clarification of
Could a motion passed at Lethbridge
by-law change?

Waterloo also asked for clarification from the CC regar
ding the votinq of CFS members in NUS plenaries who were
not NUS members.

Brenda Cote reminded deleqates that CFS CC members were
elected to CFS; they were not familiar with NUS by-laws.

Kris announced. in answer to Waterloo's first question
regarding the by-law amenmnent passed at Lethbridge. that
chanqes to NUS by-laws reauired a 2/3 vote and 3 weeks
notice. The minutes from Lethbridqe note that the amend
ment was carried and she can only assume that the proper
notice was given. Therefore the amendment is valid.

Waterloo noted that this ruling affected onlY 4 or 5
schools.

Kris noted the implication of this ruling on plenary
business. It is a question of who· votes andwhen~

With reqard to the question of whether or not NUS exists,
she referred to the minutes of the last NUS conference 
a motion moved by U of R seconded by U of S that the
dissolution of NUS will not occur any earlier than 1 Jan.
1985.

Winnipeg suggested we hold a NUS plenary and have all
the votes ratified by a CFS plenary which would have
less members.

Atkinson suqqested that Kris' reference to the continued
existence of NUS would require a NUS Executive, budqet etc.

Waterloo supported Winnipeg's suggestion.

Kris suggested that it would be difficult to chanse CFS
by-laws at a NUS plenary.
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point of personal privileqe. There
qood standinq present and as one. he
Heswished.to know ifbthe CFS CC hasNU deC1S10n-mak1nq oay.

Kris said that this year's CC had not been. Last year's
had.

Atkinson said therefore this year's CC couldn't make any
decisions re NUS.

Kris aqreed that leqallv. they could not.

MOTION:

McMaster
have the

Moved we convene a CFS plenarY and. after the
close of the CFS plenarv. move into a NUS plenarY
and hold one vote to ratifY or not ratifY all
of the motions passed in the CFS plenary.
U 6f A Gradq/ Kwantlen
expressed d1sagreement. noting that NUS members
riqht to vote on each motion.

SFU asked why this issue was coming up now.

Kris explained that concerns had been raised regarding
the usual procedure - having a NUS plenary after the
CFS plenary.

Trent suqqested that since there were only 2 schools
who were NUS. not CFS members in the CFS plenary, a motion
was passed or defeated by narrow margin, a NUS plenary
could be immediately convened to allow NUS members to
express their views.

Rich Brook suggested earmarking motions with close votes
and vote on them afterwards in a NUS plenary.

Waterloo, as one of the 2 affected schools, supported the
motion of the floor. The 2 affected schools should note
what items of business they would like to see re-discussed
in the NUS plenary. He also noted the legal and financial
implications of the issue, asking theCC to consider this
for the next conference.

Helena: reported that the majority of the Ontario caucus
felt that it was irresponsible to hold the NUS plenary at
5 a.m. NUS members also should have speaking privileges
on contentious motions. She requested that the mover
withdraw the motion and consult with the 2 affected schools
to determine their wishes.

Kris asked if the mover and seconder wished to follow
Helena's advice. They did not.

Atkinson spoke against the motion. He referred to the Vic
toria conference plenary, which ended at 4 or 5 a.m. It
is unfair to make NUS members wait until after the CFS
plenary, and suggested that the NUS and CFS plenaries
be run concurrently.
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DEFEATED

MOTION: Move th~t we hold concurrent plenaries and hold
the CFS vQte abd CPS vote mne after each other
on each motion.
MacMaster/Queen's

SFU asked what would happen if CFS voted one way and NUS
voted another on the same motion.

Kris answered that, in such a case, NUS policy would be
different than CFS polmcy. (to much laughter) .

Fanshawe added that this could have serious implications
for the'budget.

Waterloo also questioned the legal implications of such a
procedure on budget decisions and suggested the plenary
seriously consider that.

Carleton added that such a scena~iD (2 different votes)
was indeed a possibility.

David Jones suggested that an understanding be reached at
the beginning of the plenary to the effect that any
contradictory motions be reconsidered. He also explained
what has happened between CFS-S and AOSC. He suggested
there be a contractural agreement between CFS and NUS
such that CFS agree to perform all matters of business
on behalf of NUS. This could be accomplished, with the
indulgence of NUS members, by 2 or 3 "corporate" motions
such as the appointment of auditors, ratifying the election
of directors, approval of minutes, etc.

CARRIED
Election Procedures:
D1ane Flaherty explained election procedures.

A d~scussion on the voting status of NUS and CFS members
ensued, amidst much confusion.

MOTION Move that we admit into NUS all the institutions
that have joined CFS or become CFS prospective
members since the October 1981 AGM of CFS.
Macmaster Grads/VVI

Langara: Move to call the question. CARRIED

SFU: Requested a roll call vote.
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Roll_Call Vote

Atkinson yes
Brandon yes
Ca!gary Grads yes
Capilano yes
Cariboo yes
Carleton yes
Dalhousie yes
Douglas yes
East Kootney yes
Guelph yes
Kings College abstain
Lakehead no
Laurentian yes
Lebhbridge yes
Mac USC yes
Mac SU yes
Memorial yes
Memorial SWG ye~ .
Mt. St. Vincent abstain

CARRIED ;'1/£/5

~i.p yes
NSCAD ~bstain

Okanagen-Kelowna yes
Regina yes
Rye yes
Sask. yes
Selkir.li:\ yes
SFU yes
U of T Grads yes
Trent yes
VCC King Ed yes
VCC Lang yes
Wasc yes
Waterloo no
Western SOGS yes
Windsor yes
Winnipeg yes

Waterloo raised a point of information. He. s~ggested that
the NUS plenary would have to waive the notice of motion
for this plenary because there never was one.

Dawn Noyes stated that such a notice was given in the
conference kit for this conference.

Finance Committee Report

Tom Allison presented the Finance Committee Report.

He suggested that given the time constraints, discussion
on the Report be limited to the financial implications
of having a full or part time chair. .

Move to accept CFS Finance Committee Report.

SFU/~i/innipeg

CARRIED

NUS Vote

CarletonjWinnipeg

CARRIED

See Appendix II
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Organizational Development Report

Dawn Noyes presented the Organizational Development Majority
Report. .

Queen's asked about the financial implications of the
suggestion for more NPM's. Would these occur at the
same time as CC meetings?

Dawn replied that, due to time constraints, they did
not fully consult with the budget committee. However,
given that their report recommends bringing on a full
time chair immediately, some monies will be freed up in
the budget for extra meetings.

Minority Report

Dalhousie presented the Organizational Develop~ent Com
mittee Minority Report.

A Whereas the staff of the Canadian Federation of Students

deserves cQnsi~nt'"full time c;~fJiriation"ana .
Whereas all maJor student organ~za~~ons nave Iull t~me

chairs and
Whereas having a full time chair is among one of the
founding principles of the Canadian Federation of
Students;
BIRT the incoming chair of the Canadian Federation of
Students be mandated to assume full time responsibility
by July 1, 1983.

MOVED: Dalhousie/NSCAD

Trent asked that, if the Chair's job description was
written by the CC and Staff, would the plenary in the
fall be allowed to amend it?

Dalhousie answered yes.

Kris suggested that a vote be taken on the minority
r~port first.

MAIN MOTION: DEFEATED

NUS Vote: Mt. St. Vincent/U of C Grads
Dalhousie requested roll call
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Roll Call vote

abstain

yes
yes

1.,"
Moncton no
Mt. St. Vincent yes
Nip. abstain
Okanagan-Kelowna no
OCA no
Queens no
Queens GSS abstain
Regina abstain
Ryerson no
Sask. yes
SWG no
U of T GSU no
VCC KE no
VCC Lang. flo
VCC/VVI no
Vic. abstain
Wascana abstain
Waterloo no
Western SOGS yes
Windsor no
Winnipeg abstain

yes

abstain
yes

no
UGS

no

U of Alberta
U of A-lberta
Atkinson no
Brandon no
UBC abstain~

U of Calgary yes
U of Calgary Grads
Capilano' no
Cariboo yes
Carleton no
Dalhousie yes
Douglas abstain
Fanshawe no
Guelph abstain
Kings yes
Kwantlen no
Lakehead Abstain
Lamb ton no
Laurentian
Lethbridge
MacMaster
MacMaster
Memorial

MOTION DEFEATED

Atkinson rose on a point of information regarding Atkin
son's position reo CFS. He stated unequivocally that
they have no intention of pulling out of NUS, and intend
to put a motion of prospective membership in CFS forward
to his council upon his return.

Motions Arising from Majority Report

MOTION BIRT the central committee of CFS/FCE
shall consist of the following positions:
the Chairperson, the Treasurer, nine pro
vincial representatives, and one member
at-large;
BIFRT the services board of CFS-S shall
consist .of the following positions: the
Chairperson, the Treasurer, nine pro
vincial representatives, and the same
member-at-large as the central committee.

Winnipeg/Capilano

CARRIED

NUS Vote: Kwantlen/ U of C CARRIED
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BIRT CFS-FCE strikes a committee to consist of
the following positions: CFS·and CFS-S chair,
the CFS executive officer of staff-designate,
the CFS-S executive director, the CFS trea- '
surer, the CFS-S treasurer, and the CFS/CFS-S
member-at-Iarge.

BIFRT this committee shall be responsible for
coordinating the following:
a) draw up a job description for a full time
chairperson;
b) investigate the legal, functional, finan
cial and constitutional ramifications of
amalgamating the central committee and the
services board;
c) recommend a "time-line" for the afore
mentioned amalgamation;
d) investigate the financial ramifications of
having a full time chair.

BIFRT the first priority of this committee shall
be to draw up a job description for the full
time chair;
BIFRT the committee shall serve notices of
motion to the November conference regarding its
recommendations.

FANSHAWE/QUEENS

Saskatoon asked that, since the financial ramifications
have alreadv been looked at by the finance committee,
perhaps part h) .should'be dele~ed

Dawn explained that ,there were more financial implications
in mind in this motion than what the budget committee
looked at- for example the amount of travel the chair would
be doing.

Fanshawe called question.
Opposition.
Vote to call question. CARRIED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED

MOTION:

NUS Vote. MCMaster/'~I CARRIED

BIRT CFS/FCE and CFS-S/FCE-S have a goal of an
amalgamated central committee and services
board.

Niptssing/U of Alberta
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.BIFRT recognition be made of the distinction
between the 'political function and services
function by setting up a ';, , committee
responsible to the amalgamated board of
directors of CFS.

RyersonjU of S

VVI spoke against the amendment recommending that this
should be the job of the committee.

Fanshawe agreed.

Ryerson spoke in favour. He wanted some recognition that
services would not be overshadowed by political discussion.

Vote taken on amendment.

DEFEATED

NUS Vote: RyersonjU of S

Back to MAIN MOTION.

CARRIED

DEFEATED

NUS Vote: NipissingjU of Alberta CARRIED

MOTION BIRT CFS-FCE shall elect an interim chair
'person at'this" the 1983 annual geT-ler&l
me'eting; to hold office until the 1983 semi
annual general meeting.

BIFRT CFS-FCE shall elect, at the 1983 semi~

annual general meeting, both of the following
positions:
1) a full time chairperson who will either
take office immediately if she is the same
person elected at the 1983 annual general, or
take office 30 days after the semi-annual
general meeting if she is a newly elected
chairperson. If the latter holds, the newly
elected chairperson shall assume the position
of her predecessor for the interim 30 days.

CapilanojFanshawe

Uof T GSU asked for clarification on the reasons for the
secoIid vote for chair at the semi-annual mee'tLnq ,

It was explained that, given that this was the first time
the position had been implemented, the person should have
a chance to decide 6 months later if they wished to continue.
The memb~rship should also have the option to decide
whether they want the !!voluntary" chair to continue full
time.
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Helena suggested the chair be up for ratification at the
semi-annual.meeting, rather than an election.

11 of ~['lt",,;t;eGL.that it .would be unfair to the person, given
that they are also stuaents, to put them up for re-election.

Guelph agreed with U of S.

Okanagen-Kelowna noted that a part time chair could live
anywhere in Canada, and continue being a student. A
full time chair, however, would by necessity have to live
in Ottawa and leave school.

AMENDED MOTION WOULD READ:

BIRT CFS shall elect a voluntary chair
person at this, the 1983 annual general
meeting, to hold office until the 1983
semi-annual general meeting.

BIFRT the chair elected at the 1983 agm
shall become the full time chair at or
about the 1983 semi-annual general meeting.

BIFRT CFS-FCE shall elect, at the semi
annual general meeting, a full time chair
who will take office at or about the 1984
annual general meeting.

U of T Grads/MacMaster Grads

VVI spoke against the amendment.
time chair's job description has
how can we elect someone to fill

Given
yet to
it?

that the full
be written,

Fanshawe asked which motion would allow the chair to
take up the position full time in January if they choose
to continue their studies in September.

Kris suggested a wording change to include "at or about
the 1983 semi-annual general meeting."

Helena noted that, under the Canadian Corporations Act,
Board of Directors must be elected at agm's. Would electing
the chair at the semi agm contravene this?

The OD committee answered that the committee hoped that
the chair would be elected 6 months before they take
office. During those 6 months they would not necessarily
be on the Board of Directors.

Kris noted that any legal problems would have to be
looked into in any event.

Queens GSS asked if the CFS by-laws included a provision
for removal of the CFSchair.
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Kris answered that the b~~law provisions regarding removal
of CC members applied equally to the chair.

MacMaster UGS supported the amendment.

Vote on .~endment CARRIED

NUS Vote on amen:dment CARRIED

MAIN MOTION CA~RIED

NUS Vote: U of T GSU/ Mac UGS CARRIED

MOTION: .Whereas the Quebec Observer position has been
eliminated from the CC.

BIRT any ANEQ and/orRAEU representative be
granted observer status with full speaking
rights at all regular CC meetings.

Ca~leton/Memorial

SFU proposed a friendly amendment to refer to ANEQ and
RAEU as' "national representatives of Quebec."

Carleton said it was not friendly.

U of S asked if the motion was intended to have Quebec
representatives pay their own costs to meetings.

CARRIED

NUS Vote CArleton/Memorial CARRIED

Dawn thanked the typists and printers for working
quickly to get the report out on time.

MOTION: To thank the OD committee for their work at
the conference.

Fanshawe/Waterloo

Much applause.

Motions Which Had Been Tabled Previously

BIRT the CFS services board phase out the
Canadian programming service within one year.

SFU brought this before the conference and wished it
withdrawn.

WITHDRAWN
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BIRT CFS recognize the Canadian University Press
Statement of Principles.

LimgarajUBC

Winnipeg asked for interpretation of the word "recognize"

Interpretation, by Kris Farkas: "recognize" is not
defined as directing member institutions as to their
relations with student newspapers on their campuses.

SFU added the motion was intended to display CFS
approval of the principle of ffeedom of the press.

CARRIED

NUS Vote: LangarajUBC CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS condemn the federal government'S
6 and 5 program limit on fiscal transfers
for PSE (EPF) and provincial governments
misdirected use of transfer payments intended
for PSE and

BIFRT the CFSjFCE condemn both the federal
and provincial levels of government for under
mining the quality and accessibility of PSE.

CARRIED

NUS Vote: UBCju of A CARRIED

Elections Procedures

Diane Flaherty outlined the eligibility requirements for
candidates for CFSjCFS-S.

MOTION:

MOTION:

Move to close nominations for CFS elections
at 10:30 tonight.

CARRIED

NUS Vote (from now on, movers and seconders
will be the same as for CFS votes)
CARRIED

To ,adjourn.

CARRIED'

NUS Vote CARRIED
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Closing Plenary (cont'd)

Kris Farkas called the plenary to orded at 9:45 a.m.

The roll call was taken, quorum was preseht.

MOTION: To accept the agenda.'

Brandon/Algoma

CARRIED

NUS 'CARRIED

Joyce Andres/Gordon Moore Memorial Fund

The report of the Joyce Andres/Gordon Moore Memorial
Fund working committee was presented by Catherine Ludgate

MOTION:

MOTION:

MOTION:

To accept the report of the Joyce Andres/Gordon
Moore Memorial Fund working Committee.

Cax1:t;,'!:onj'VVI

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

NUS CARRIED

Move to open nominations for the trust fund.

UBC/VVI

Catherine LUdgate ACCLAIMED.

NUS CARRIED

To close nominations.

Kwantlen/VVI

, CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

RPPP Report

The RPPP Report was presented.
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Whereas CFS services is an organization
wholly owned and operated by its student members
and whereas CPS is a service provided by CFS-S
which lacks a long term plan for development,
BIRT ehe board of di~ectors of CFS-S in con
sultation with CPS, produce alternatives for
such a plan and
BIFRT these alternatives be presented at a
workshop at the fall 1983 conference for the
consideration of the membership.

Winnipeg/Victoria

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

BIRT CFS-S compile lists of all student groups
that specifically deal in the areas of women's

international student's concerns,
and the peace movement.
BIFRT these contact shee~s be made available
through the information resource service.
BIFRT the board study the feasibility of a
directory of such contacts to go to groups for
the future. .

Regina/Capilano

CARRIED-

NUS CARRIED

BIRT the board of directors of CFS-S implement
the structure of the information resource ser
vice that was set out in the proposal presented
to the Information Resource Service workshop,
while taking into consideration the recom
mendations put forth in the report.

McMaster/Kings College

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Whereas the speakers offered by the Canadian
Programming Service are unavailable to small,
low-budget member institutions of CF~

BIRT a formal subsidy program for these members
be developed ~f9rf'the fall general meeting by
CFS-S for CPS.

UBC/Victoria
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UBG and Queens spoke in favour of the motion noting it
advocated a study, not immediate imp~ementation.

SFU spoke against the motion, suggesting that small budget
Subsidies were already the policy of cps.

CARRIED

MOTION:
NUS CARRIED

BIRT the ~ and the Board be directed to, inconjunction
with ANEQ, investigate the feasibility of a joint trans
lation bureau and that a written report be presented
to the membership at the 1983 fall general meeting.

McMaster UGSjUBC

CARRIED
NUS·CARRIED

General Meeting DeveloPment Report

The General Meeting Development Report was presented.

U of S stressed that, in order to accomodate the require
ments of disabled people, vegetarians etc, pre-registration
is a must.

Capilano suggested that, if back to back workshops were
suggested, the small budget member subsidy should include
2 delegates.

Queens GSS announced they had prepared a more equitable
formula for small budgetted members which they would
send to the CC.

Regina spoke against back to back workshops.

Rich Brook asked how doubling the small member subsidy
would lower the delegate fee.

The General Meeting Development Committee reminded delegates
that they were not discussing a full subsidy, but simply a
different subsidy system. The committee was confident
that this measure wouldn't result in higher delegate fees.

MOTION: BIRTsubsequent conference bUdgets include
a line item for the small. budget members subsidy.
BIFRT th~small budgeted members subsidy be
extended ..tD.·cover 2 delegates .Lnat.ead of the
present one.

CapilanojNiptssing

U Vic expressed concern with the current delegate fee.
He hoped that it could be lowered in the future.
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Oueens GSS stated that the subsidy should come from the
delegates' fees, not the CFS budget.

AMENDMENT: BIFRT this be implemented only after ,a fi
nancial feasibility study is undertaken and
recommendations are ~ought to the next
general meeting.

Regina/U of C

Capilano spoke against the amendment. She suggested this
issue has been studied enough.

Western SOGS was in favour of the amendment, noting that
a possible increase in delegates fees would defeat the
whole purpose of the small budget subsidy.

Rich Brook spoke in favour of the amendment.

U Vic spoke in favour of the amendment.

vote on Amendment. CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

AMENDMENT: Amend .l'next conference" to "Board and CC
meeting" before the next conference."
Add after "present one" "on a scaled fee
provided that the base fee ts lower than
at the May 1983 general meeting."

Winnipeg/UBC

U of vic spoke against the amendment.

Capilano spoke in favour of the amendment.

King Edward spoke in favour of the amendment.

Atkinson spoke against the amendment and raised the question
of rep by pop to compensate large budgetted members.

Trent spoke in favour of the amendment, citing the finan
cial hardships of small institutions.

v.ote on Amendment CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MAIN MOTION

Queens AMS spoke against the motion, and wished to dispell
the myth that larger schools have huge amounts of money
to throwaway.

Guelph spoke in favour'of the motion.
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Atkinson spoke against the motion.

SFU spoke in favour.

vote taken on motion as amenaed:

MOTION:
(as amended)

MOTION:

BIRT sUbsequent conference budgets include a
line item for the small budget members subsidy.
BIFRT the small budgeted members subsidy be
extended to cover 2 delegates instead of the'
present. one on a sCaled fee provided that the
base fee is lower than at the Mayl9S3 general
meeting.
BIFRT this be implemented only after a finan
cial. feasibility study is undertaken and recom
mendations are brought to the next board and·
CC meeting before the next conference.

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Whereas high general meeting fees should not be
a barrier to participation in the democratic
processes of the Federation; and

.Whereas luxurious accomodation and fancy sur
roundings should not be sought after by the
student council elite;
BIRT future general meetings be held at cheaper
locations which are alternatives to the tra
ditional conference facilities that we use, and
BIFRT we agree to diminish the quality of our
comfort at general meetings in order to devote
more resources to the actual work of the Federation.

VVI stated the intent was simply to reduce conference costs.

Lakehead expressed concern regarding the extra burden
this would place on conference organizers.

Queens GSS expressed .the same COncern.

Kwantlen noted that the organizers of CUP conferences
have successfully held conferences at less expensive places.

Kwantlen also noted that this has. been accomplished in
BC and in Ontario.

Winnipeg also spoke in favour.

CARRIED

NUS CA!U~IED
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MOTION: BIRT the costs for the CC and CFS staff and
the Board and the CFS-S staff be included in
the budgets for CFS and CFS-S respectively.
victoria/Okanagan-Kelowna

The budget committee noted that costs for CC are already
included in the budget.

AMENDMENT: Move to delete "and CFS staff" and "and the
CFS-S staff".

USSU/Queens Grads

The costs of attending conferences for the staff would
come from the conference fees.

U vic spoke against the amendment, expressing concern
about .i ncreasing conference fees.

U of S said that the staff should be considered as resources
at conferences and thus be paid for by delegates.

Brandon spoke in favour.

Kelowna asked what costs would be covered.

Kris answered it would be accomodation and food.

Lethbridge spoke in favour.

AMENDMENT: 'C!::ARRIED

'NUS CARRIED

MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED:

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT a $50 late registration fee be charged to
those institutions that fail to register by the
deadline set down in the general meeting invitation.

Winnipeg/U of C Grads

McGill suggested the motion refer to member instmtutions.

U of C also expressed concern about people receiving
registration info late.

U vic spoke against the motion.

General Meeting Development Committee noted this should
be applied with flexibility.

Guelph opposed to fining people.
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Amend motion to read "member institutions"

Sj;'U/WI

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED:

U of S noted the difficulties involved in organ1z1ng
conferences without an idea of the numbers involved.

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION:

MOTION:

BIRT CFS-S workshops be structured so as to
encourage an exchange of information and
ideas from all representatives.

Winnipeg/U of C Grads

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

BIRT the number of delegates per instituti~n

paying into the travel pool be increased
from 2 delegates to 3.

CapilanojWinnipeg

capilano explained that since there is an upcoming motion
to fix semi-annual meetings in Ottawa, a more equitable
travel pool will be necessary.

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION:

MOTION:

BIRT the::line,,,,iteIils flOI['. the. CAUT. represen
tative and the newsletter editor be removed
from subsequent conference budgets.

U of A/Algoma

to divide "CAUT representative" and "news
letter editor" to 'l:wo motions.

WI/Guelph

Motion A - regarding CAUT representative: CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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Motion B - regarding newsletter editor: CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION:

Elections

BIRT an effort be made to refer to the
annual qnd semi-annual meetings of CFS as
general meetings and not as conferences.

Capilano/Memorial

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Diane announced the 4 nominees for the position,of chairperson.
Two candidates had been ruled ineligible, Courtney Douldron
and Peter Kavanaugh. The eligible candidates were Graham
Dowdell and Barry Schmidl.

It was asked if the by-laws could be suspended to allow the
two other candidates to stand.

Kris said that by-laws cannot be waived without notice.

Diane then
Treasurer:
UBC.

announced the nominees for the position of
Brian Chadwick, Queens GSS and Mitch Yetman,

MOTION:

Both candidates were ruled ineligible under by~law sect. 3
A-2.

move: to challenge the chair on the ruling that
constitutional.,;by"-laws' cannot be, ,sllspenged' .. ,.
to make ineligible delegates eligible.

U of A
22/4/7 QARRIED (SUSTAINED)

VOTE - to sustain the chair~s decision •

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

There was several minutes of discussion reo how to proceed.

MOTION: BIRT this plenary hold a grill session for
the two individuals who submitted nominations
for treasurer and then decide whether or not
to give direction to the Central Committee as
to who to appoint as treasurer.

WI/Fanshawe
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CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Diane next announced candidates for NUS Chairperson.

The one candidate was ruled ineligible.

Member at.. large: one candidate, also ineligible under
by-law 3A3.

It was suggested by several delegates that the MAL
position be dealt with in the same manner as the treasurer.

MOTION: Move that we re-open nominations until 5 p .• m,
for treasurer and member at large for people
who are eligible.

Okanagan-Kelowna

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

SFU asked if an International Affairs commissioner would
be elected.

Dawn answered that the OD Committee recommended an I.A.
person· be elected, but this person would not sit on the
CC.

Kris suggested that the I.A. commissioner be elected,with
a grill session on the same basis as the CC, yet they
will not sit on the CC.

Diane. announced nominees for the position of IA com
missioner: Rosamond Rogers (ineligible by-law 3AIl,
and Menziwe Mbeo, UBC.

Grill Session: Chairperson

A grill session was held for the candidates for chairperson.

First, each candidate h~ a short introductory speech.

Graham Dowdell:

Graham outlined his qualifications for the position. He
stressed his o~ganizing experience, his local s.u. exper
ience and his previous experience on the CC. He also
noted that given the n<:cessity of drcnildiRguP. 'a detailed
chairperson job description, his experience as staff relations
officer on the CC would be valuable. He has a particular
interest in organizational development and campaigns.
Finally, he stressed the need for sensitivity to member-
ship need~ and political flexibility in a chairperson.
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Barry Schmidl:

Barry outlined his experiences at the SU in Trent, Algoma,
Nipissing and on the executive of CFS-Ontario. He is
particularly interested in visa student issues, part time
student issues, peace and disarmament issues and employ
ment. He stressed his ability to deal with bu~nout and
agreed with the need for flexibility. He also emphasized
the need for the chair to work cooperatively with the staff.

Question Period

UBC asked for the candidates views on congruent membership.

Barry stressed flexibility and brought up the question
of the possibility of more membership if deadlines were
extended.

Graham noted a lack of consensus within the membership
on this issue. Heooutlined'the two positions and stressed
the need to move forward at a pace that takes into account
the conditions in each region. He questioned the use
fulness of stringent time limits.

The candidates were asked about their thoughts on Quebec
students and whether they can speak French.

Graham speaks French a bit, and is willing to learn more.
Regarding the relationship between CFS and Quebec students,
he felt the best approach would be exchanging info.
He stressed that CFS should respect the right of Quebec
students to organize.

Barry speaks a bit of French also. He thinks CFS should
work with ANEQ and RAEU on issues we have in common such
as student rights.

The candidates were asked about their views on staff
relations.

Barry stressed the contributions the staff have made to
CFS and sees the role of the chair as a coordinator, not
a "bos s ";

Graham considers staff relations a complex area and thinks
the CC should be more aware of it. He agreed that there
is an imbalance between the level of development amongst
the staff and the CC and felt that the CC should make
a greater committment to the organization. He doesn't see
a contradiction between working cooperatively the office
and fulfilling the necessary coordinating, management func
tions.

Waterloo asked about the future of NUS.
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Graham thought that students would respond to an organiza
tion ~hich offers political and social services together.
He feels that GIS is qhite~apable of fulfilling this role,
and that therefore NUS has a dim futute.

Barry also hoped that NElS will "Wither away". He hopes
that the +emaining NUS members will join CFS.

U of T Grads asked about regionalism in CFS.

Barry answered that regionalism for the sake of region
alism is devisive. However, hhere are obvious legitimate
regional differences and regional caucuses are a good way
to explore these issues.

Graham doesn't think new regional structures are necessary,
however the organization isn't dealing effectively with
regional problems. He urged cooperation between delegates
to avoid factionalism.

Fanshawe asked whether the candidates were willing to move
to ottawa and how much time each candidate had in the fall.

Graham is unsure about moving to Ottawa in
period before the chair becomes full time.
committments are minimal.

the interim
His local

BarrY. also is not committed locally. He would move to Ottawa
before November.

UBC asked about the priority of referenda work, campaigns
and office work.

Barry hoPed the chair could travel extensively. He
sees campaigns as a major priority.

Graham thought it was difficult to answer·,given that the
job description is unknown. He did stress, however, that
effective campaigns are the highest priority for the organ
izations, yet not at the expense of neglecting other
areas. He announced that ke would offer to resign at the
fall conference if delegates wished to elect a new, full
time chair.

Queens GSS asked about how much direction they would be
willing to take from the NG Caucus, particularly in a
situation of conflicting policies or priorities between
grads" and.. undergrads •

Graham answered that the chair's role in such a situation
would be to seek out the info from each caucus and transmit
this to the CC or provincial organizations for a decision.
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Barry agreed that chair's role should be that of a facili
tator.

Kwantlen noted the low participation rate of women at the
conference. She asked how the candidates would address'
this problem.

Barry mentioned that women's skills and organizing work
shops are a good method of encouraging greater partici
pation. He also thought the Chair should act as a liason
between the women's caucuses and the CC.

Graham thought the low participation rate of women at
the conference was a reflection of the fact that CFS hasn't
adequately addressed women's issues. He hoped the organ
ization could better address these issues as student issues
which all are affected by.

The candidates were asked about their knOWledge of CFS-S.

Barry has had extensive experience on the local level with
services. He also feels he has an overview of the national
services. Regarding communication between the CFS and
CFS-S he would hope for lots of communication between the
CFS and CFS-S chairpeople.

Graham felt he had more learning to do regarding national
services. He noted a general tendendy of CC members to
have a less than adequate understanding of services and
the same often is true for services peoples' understan
ding of CFS issues. He felt that the process of inte
gration should be taken more seriously by both boards.

The candidates gave a brief summation of their experiences
and plans for the future.

Grill Session International Relations Officer

Menziwe Mbeo, the only candidate, gave a brief intro to
himself and his thoughts on the position.

Menziwe has gone through "culture shock" since arriving in
Canada, and is therefore well versed on the need for
cultural sensitivity. While in Canada he has been active
in campus and community politics in victoria. He was
president of the International Students club at U vic and
has done lots of work on visa student issues and native
student issues. He is quite open to suggestions and
feels he can work coop~ratively.

UBC asked about Menziwe's background.
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Menziwe went to university in South Africa in the late
1960's and early 1970's. He was quite heavily involved
in South African student politics, and later trade
union politics, He has experienced first hand the
repressive nature of the South African state; having
spent some time in prison and bas also been 'banned'
for three years. He decided to leave South Africa for
Lesotho and from there came to Canada in 1981.

Menziwe was asked about his views on CFS's role in
'controversial' international questions, such as motions supporting
Palestinian students and other solidarity campaigns.

Menziwe thought students Should participate in a positive
way in international questions, such as solidarity
campaigns. Controversial issues.should be:debated as a means
of educating people about them.

Carleton expressed admiration for people who come out of sit
uationslike South Africa and continue to work.

U Vic has worked with Menziwe and expressed personal
support for his candi4acy.
Extended applause

Menziwe completed the grill session by leading the delegates
in an African song.

Ballotting.was begun. While the ballots were being counted
the plenary cOntinued.

General/meeting Development (motions which had been tabled~

MOTION: BIRT consideration of the 1984 spring general meeting
be referred to the CC and Board and

BIFRT the deadline for applications to sponsor the
general meeting be e~tended to the AuguSt CG and Board
meeting and;
BIFRT . proposals for alternatives to on campus
meeting sites be cOnsidered by the CC and Board
and that member unions submitting proposals also
consider alternatives for submission.

Capiiano/Mac UGS
U of A spoke against the motion. She thought the timelines
were too lax.

Fanshawe explained that the Committee tried to establish
a procedure for hosting conferences. The recommenqation
regarding booking a year in advance should be maintained, and
alternative sites could be looked at from that basis.

Waterloo also noted the committee endorsed the idea of
alternative sites such as summer campus, but that individual
schools should make this part of their proposal. He
endorsed the U of A proposal.

Mac UGS suggested that U of A could investigate alternative
sites in the Edmonton area.
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MOTION DEFEATED

NUS DEFEATED

MOTION: BIRT the U of A proposal be accepted and that the
1984 spring general .meeting be held at the
University of Alberta

Ryerson/Queen's GSS

Memorial spoke in favour of the motion, to much applause.

AMENDMENT: to add "BIFRT strong consideration be given to
Memorial University for the 1985 AGM and that
Memorial be invited to bring forward a proposal as
to the conference. "

U of A Grads/Mac Grads

AMENDMENT CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MAIN MOTION as amended CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Election Results

Diane Flaherty reported that the
chairperson was Graham Dowdell.
International Relations Officer

. MUCH APPLAUSE

MOTION: Nipissing/VVI

To destroy the ballots

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

successful candidate fOr
Menziwe Mbeo was ratified as

General Meeting Development Report (con'td)

MOTION: To receive the General Meeting Development
Report

McMaster SU/McMaster UGS

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS provide simultaneous electronic translation
at plenaries and

BIFRT CFS provide a buddy system at all other
times during general meetings.

SFU/McMaster UGS
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Western SOGS spoke against the motion on the basis of cost

Several delegates spoke in favour of the motion

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Campaign Committee Report

The report of the campaign committee was presented.

MOTION: To accept the report of the campaign committee

U of C/Ryerson

The Campaign Committee thanked Tim Feher for his work on the
committee.

SFU expressed support for the report.

VVI commended the committee for their work. She expressed
some concern with the 'hierarchical nature' of some of the
report, citing the recommendation regarding chairperson
and other 'high profile types' speaking engagements. This
kind of event should be used to promote local organizing.

Several members of the committee agreed that local organizing
was to be the focus of these tactics.

Diane Flaherty reminded delegates that December 10 1983
marks the 30th anniversary of Canada signing the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. A coalition of 40 national
organizations has formed to promote various rights, and she
suggested CFS/FCE should consider adding students rights to the
fall campaign. She also asked for more direction regarding
the kind and theme of materials required for the campaign.

A delegate pointed out November 6, National Student Day,
was a Sunday

McMaster suggested a human rights week could be incorporated
into the campaign

It was decided to change.NSD to October 27.

A number of delegates expressed the need for flexibility
in executing the campaign locally.

Mac UGS asked for a roll call vote
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U of A yes Lakehead yes U of S yes
grads yes Lambton yes SFU yes
Algoma yes Laurentian yes U of T
Atkinson yes Lethbridge yes GSU yes
Brandon yes McMaster yes Trent yes
UBC yes UGS yes VCC-KE yes
U ofC yes Memorial yes VCC-Lang yes
grads yes Moncton yes WI yes
Cap yes Nipissing yes Wascana yes
Dal yes Okanagan yes Western
Douglas yes OCA yes SOGS yes
Fanshawe yes Queens yes Winnipeg yes
Guelph yes GSS yes
Kings abstain Regina yes
Kwantlen yes Ryerson yes

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

National Education Plan Report

The national education plan committee report was delivered
by T~eresa LeGrand¢.

MOTION: To accept the report

Douglas/Ryerson

U of A urged delegates to thoroughly read and implement the
report

SFU spoke in favour of the report

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the issues plenary of the CFS/FCE 1983
AGM carried a motion encouraging student unions to
hold a forum on the relationship between education
and society; and

Whereas this recommendation was incorporated into the
NEP committee report and approved by the committee
of the whole, and

Whereas this report stresses the need for member par
ticipation in order for the next NEP committee to
carry out its mandate,

BIRT the plenary recognizes the importance of full
membership participation and urges all member
institutions to run forums as outlined in the NEP
committee report and

BIFRT the plenary directs the provincial representatives
on the Central Committee to actively encourage the
provincial component and/or member institutions to
participate and help with co-ordination if financial
and personal resources allow.

Ryerson/Nipissing
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CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the council position papers requested by the
NEP committee are essential to fulfilling the committee's
mandate as set by the NEP committee report as
well as to formulating a draft of a national
education plan which represents the needs and
concerns of all CFS/FCE members,

BIRT all member institutions are strongly urged to
prepare a position paper as outlined in the NEP

committee report before the CFS/FCE
fall General Meeting and

BIFRT these papers be submitted to the NEP committee
chair before the committeefne' first meeting of the
Fall general meeting, or b ailed to the CFS national
office well before the con erence

SFU/Algoma

CARRI~D

NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas it is important that all Canadian students
have an opportunity to contribute input into a
national education plan, and have. the opportunity
to gather input from their communities;

BIRT CFS/FCEmail theNEPcommiteereports' guidelines
for campus forums and council position papers to
all member associations during the first week in
September, in order to ensure that all members
have the opportunity to integrate these actions with
the CFS/FCE national campaign and

BIFRT CFS/FCE make these documents available to
ANEQ' RAEU and non member associations, if requested,
so that students represented by non member associations
and their local communities also have the opportunity
to contribute to the formation of a national education
plan.

Winnipeg/McMaster UGS

Theresa added a separate mailout would not be necessary, therefore
there would be no cost involved in this.

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Finance Commitee Report

Tom Allison presented the report of the Finance Committee.
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By way of an introduction, Torn stressed the co-operative
nature of the committee. He thanked the cornrnitee for teaching
him lessons about regionalism, and co-operation.

He then outlined the proposed budget and answered several
questions of clarification. After some discussion, the

following motions were brought forward.

MOTION: To increase line item 13, CC telephone use, to
$16.00 per member per month (doubles line item
13)
SFU!Fanshawe

CARRIED

NUS Carried

Discussion then moved on the the second part of the budget,
possible budget scenarios.

There was much discussion about the various possibilities
suggested by the different scenarios.

Eileen Dooley, shop steward of CUPE 1281 explained something
about the working conditions in the office, and particularly
the job of !nformation Officer. All written material which
leaves the office must be 'processed' and this task is
shared collectively; as are telephone and written
requests for information. Thus, the impact of cutting the
1.0. position would be to increase the workload for all.
She was also concerned about whether all the campaign materials
could be produced by the fall if the 1.0. wasnt to
be hired until August 1.

MOTION: To maintain the position of full time Information
Officer

SFU!VVI

VVI spoke strongly in favour of the motion, citing the
high volume of work the plenary was asking for from the staff.

U of A was concerned about the need for an Alberta fieldworkers.
He was, therefore, with reservations, against the
motion.

Helena Mitchell was also against the motion. She thought
the work of producing materials could be accomplished with a
break over the summer.

SFU spoke in favour of the motion

Queens AMS spoke against th~otion. citing the need for a
break even budget.

Graham thought that the 10 position should be treated with
more consistency; if there was a need for an 10 last
year, surely the same need existed this year.

AMENDMENT: To delay hiring a new information officer
until July 1, 1983

U of A Queens
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Queens spoke in favour of the amendment, citing fiscal
reasons.

Tom Allison spoke against the amendment. The savings
by 'gapping' the position would be minimal.

Helena Mitcqell thought the question should be seen in
terms of the priority of the IO verses the Fieldworker.

U of C grads and VCC Langara spoke against the amendment.

MmNDMENT DEFEATED

NUS DEFEATED

MAIN MOTION CARRIED
Lambton abstention noted

NUS CARRIED

Discussion then proceeded to the question of hiring an
Alberta fieldworker.

SFU suggested soliciting donations from member schools to
pay for the fieldworker.

recess for 10 minutes

SFU announced the pledges made towards the Alberta fieldworker

Helena reported on the meeting of the Ontario caucus. There
was concern expressed about the priority assigned to the
Alberta fieldworker over the IO. She suggested a motion
to reconsider the decision on the IO.

The Budget Committee had further recommendations. The debt re
duction sChedule could be Changed, and $4,000 of the debt
be referred to the next year. Thus, a full time fieldworker
could be brought on August 1. If the pledges from members
poured in, the original debt reduction schedule could be
maintained.

MOTION: TO accept the report of the Budget Committee
including a full time Alberta fieldworker

Fanshawe/McMaster

Ryerson suggested that schools could hold a CFS dance, both
to raise money and to encourage participation in the organization

MmNDMENT: to add "After hiring the Alberta Fieldworker, the
next position hired will be an Atlantic field
worker."

FRIENDLY

MOTION AS MmNOED CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

NUS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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MOTION: To thank Tom Allison, Steve Quigley and the
Budget Committee

Fanshawe/SFU

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

NUS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Tom read the roll and asked for pledges (see Budget committee
report)

Many delegates from Alberta thanked the plenary for the
support shown to Alberta students.

MOTION: BIRT all semi-annual general meetings of
CFS/FCE be held in ottawa and that this be considered
as notice of motion of same

BIFRT CFS/FCE fieldworkers attend only the August cc
meeting using National funds,

BIFRT the plenary request of the st~ff that the
staff development weekend be held either immediately
before or after the above mentioned August CC
meeting

BIFRT the cc
l.develop internal financial control mechanisms
2. adhere strictly to the budget passed by the
AGM plenary
3. make no changes in line allocations without a strong
justification as required by an other of the actions
tha~ the cc chooses to undertake which are contrary
to plenary motions.
4. submit bills for their expenses on a monthly basis.

BIFRTa~ll Fall general meetings all delegates will
receive an ',.: auditted Financial Statement from CFS-S
and an unauditted financial statement from CFS and
at all Spring General meetings, each delegate shall
receive an auditted Financial Statement from CFS and
an unauditted statement from CFS-S

UBC/U Vic

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

Ontario Caucus Report

The report of the ontario caucus was presented.

MOTION: Whereas Atkinson College represents part time students
and

Whereas no full membership fee has been set by CFS
for members such as them,

BIRT the fee structure for full membership for Atkinson
College be based on $ .60 for CFS based on the equivalent
proportional amount for part time students.

Lakehead/Western SOGS
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CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas student unions across Canada have indicated
financial support for the Alberta fieldworkers,

BIRT any surplus from the donations collected from
student unions across Canada be donated to the Moncton
students who still have outstanding legal fees
resulting from the occupation "in the Spring of
1983.
WinnipegjVVI

TABLED TO THE OTTAWA GENERAL MEETING.

MOTION: Whereas Atkinson College represents part time
students, and

Whereas no full membership fee has been set by
CFS Services for members such as them,

BIRTthe fee structure for full membership for
Atkinson College be based on $ .20 for CFS-S
based on the equivalent proportional amount for
part time students.

Lakehead/Western Sogs.

CARRIED

CFS-S Finance: Committee Report

The CFS-SFinance Committee report was delivered.

MOTION: BIRT the Plenary receive the 1983-84 CFS-S
Preiiminary program Budget Report and report by the
CFS-S Budget Committee

Capilano!Fanshawe.

CARIUED
NUS CAE.RlED

MOTION: BIE.T the Joint Steering Committee of CPS and CFS-S
develop a proposal for cost-sharing of conference debts
and other common areas of operations in the short
term with existing structures, and in the long
term, for future models of an integrated national
executive.

Capilano!Ryerson

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT in planning for future CFS conferences,
adequate. time be devoted in CFS-Services workshops in
order to better demonstrate and explain the structures
functions and resources involved in each area.

Capilano!Mount st Vincent

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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Rights Committee Report

The report of the rights committee was delivered.

MOTION: Whereas men's bath houses, frequented primarily
by gay men, have been the victims of systematic
harassment and raids by legal authorities and

Whereas there has been another series of raids on
men's bath houses resulting in legal prosecution of
gay men present at the bath houses and

Whereas there was a march in Toronto to protest the
legaliZed~arassmentof gay men where the police
force too hysically agressive and abusive action
against t e m~mbers, and

Recognizing that CFS/FCE has a policy that supports
freedom in the matter of sexual orientation,

BIRT CFS/FCE send a letter of concern to the
Community Relations Officer of Metro Toronto
concerning the police forces' tactics on the march
and should support the right of gay men and lesbians
to publically oppose the harassment of which
they are victims.

Winnipeg/Vee Langara

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION:Whereas racial discrimination is routinely exhibited
in our pse institutions.

BIRT CFS encourage campuses across the country
to help fight racism by hosting a "Human Rights Week"

BIFRT "Human Rights Week" stress the following
principles: .

i) multi-culturalism as a fundamental concept of
Canadian society,
iDour need to share the values and beliefs of
our diverse backgrounds
iiDthe need to promote the concepts of human rights
in each province.

BIFRT local associations be encouraged to co-ordinate
activities through existing campus organizations

BIFRT a promotional package will be sent to the
Data Bank for campuses to use for this week.

Winnipeg/VCe Langara

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED
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MOTION: Whereas the Prime MUlister Pierre Elliot Trudeau,
declared his discomfort with differential tuition fees
during a meeting with the President of Malaysia,

Whereas during said meeting the Prime Minister assured
the Malaysian President" that he would meet with his
provincial counterparts and seek ways to eliminate such
fees, ,

BIRT the CFSlFCE Chairperson send a letter to the
P.M. inquiring as to the progressof such discussions
and requesting that the Federation be kept informed
as to their progress,

BIFRT the CFS/FCE Chairperson send a copy of the letter
to the Malaysian President.

Winnipeg/Kwantlen
CARRIED
NUS 'CA~IED

MOTION: Whereas the collective rights of students vary sig
nificant~ between jurisdictions,
whereas our collective rights are essential in
our struggle for a quality, accessible and demo
cratic pse system

Whereas there is a need for CFS/FCE to evaluate our
collective rights,

BIRT CFS/FCE mandate an ad-hoc rights committee
to survey local institutions for the purposes
of a report for presentation to the Rights Committee
of the Fall general meeting

BIFRT the information from the'sWfvey be part of
the CFS/FCE integrated data bank.

Kwantlen/Memorial

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT any and all organizations what wish to do so
may distribute any and all of their literature which is
is pertinent to students, in accordance with
Canadian laws without censorship

BIFRT the method of distribution shall be as follows:

1) all organizations will set up tables in the same
area
~ this area is to be designated by CFS
3) literature is not to be directly offered to delegates
but is to be displayed in the designated area, where
the delegates may pick it up if they so wish.

SFU/McMaster UGS
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AMENDMENT: to add, after the motion: "providing that
none of the literature displayed advocates discrimination
against any woman or man or advocates the restriction
of personal freedom of any woman or man as determined
by the plenary.

Guelph/

FRIENDLY

CARRIED
(Opposition noted from Fanshawe, U of C Grads,
Brandon, Queen's,Lakehead,U of C)

NUS CARRIED
(Opposition noted from Waterloo, Lakehead, Fanshawe,
Queen's, U of C grads, U of C)
(Support noted from SFU, McMaster UGS)

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE condemn the Council of Ontario Universities
member institutions in Ontario for not properly
informing students of the pending increase of 40% in
their tuition.

McMaster UGS/Guelph

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the continual existance and escalation of
Differential fees is not founded in necessity and

Whereas differential fees are received by the university
and governments as simply a means to decrease
deficits;

BIRT CFS/FCE adopt as a perpsective on differential fees
that the onus for justifying differential fees rests
on those who seek to impose them and

BIFRT CFS/FCE encourage local associations and provincial
governments a complete financial, social and cultural
evaluation of differential fees.

Guelph/Ryerson

TABLED
NUS TABLED (opposition noted: Waterloo)

MOTION: Whereas up to this point in time the number of
vocational students attending CFS national conferences
has been extremely limited .

BIRT CFS/FCE will make an extended invitation to all
trades student~in vocational and vocational/academic
institutions to attend all CFS national general meetings

BIFRT if numbers permit, trere will from this point
forward, be a vocational caucus in all CFS general
meetings.

wascana/Lethbridge
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AMENDMENT:. BIFRT the Federation'actively work towards
getting the rights for vocational students to

attend,CFS general meetings.

WI/
FRIENDLY

MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

Elections (Treasurer, Member at Large)

Diane announced the nominations for the positions of Treasurer
and Member at Large. They were

Treasurer: Brian Chadwick - Queen 's GSS
Member at Large Deb Thiel - Memorial

First the plenary approved the new women~ Commissioner

MOTION: That thewomeds Commissioner Connie Kovalenka
be ratified

Kwantlen/Brandon

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

Next a grill session for the 2 candidates was held.

MOTION: to rafify John Bacher as NGC Corrimissioner

U of ~rads/Lethbridge

aARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: to recommend to the CC that Brian Chadwick be
appointed as treasurer

USSU/Queens
CARRIED
NUS CARRI1W

The CRO announced Deb Thiel's ratification to the cc as member
at large.

MUCH APPLAUSE

MOTION: To destroy the ballots

McMaster/Guelph
CARR!ED.

NUS CARRIED

MO~ION: That Dawn Noyes' good work on the CC and Board be
commended .

UBC/Kwantlen

CARRIED with much applause
NUS CARRIED
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MOTION: BIRT this plenary show its appreciation to Brenda
Cote for her skillful leadership this past year
and commend her for her constant concern for the
advancement of the cause of accessibility and quality
for pse in Canada.

Everyone/Everyone (thirded by Moncton)

CARRIED, by standing ovation
NUS CARRIED

Brenda thanked the staff for their support all year. She
also thanked the delegates and wished them success over the
next year.

colleges Caucus Report:

Rod Kelly gave the report from the colleges caucus.

MOTION: To ratify Robina MacLaren from Okanagan as Colleges
and Institutes Caucus Commissioner

VVI/Nipissing

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED

NUS Elections:

The candidates selected by the CFS plenary ran as a slate
for the NUS plenary elections. Ballotting took place.

MOTION: To ratify the entire executive of CFS as NUS executive

U Vic/VVI
CARRIED (NUS)

MOTION: To destroy the ballots

Douglas/Wasci;ina.

CARRIED (NUS)

MOTION: To recommend to the NUS exeuctive that Brian
Chadwick be appointed as Treasurer

Waterloo/U Vic
CARRIED (NUS)

MOTION: To ratify Diane Flaherty as Executive Officer

Regina/Algoma

CARRIED (NUS)

Organizational Development Committee Report

Dawn Noyes delivered the report of the O.D. committee.

MOTION: Whereas we agree with the importance of provincial
development grants,

BIRT after the retirement of the CFS/FCE debt, that
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1.5% of the budgets of both CFS and CFS-S
or the national executive, whichever is in existence,
be set aside in a trust fund specifically for provincial
development grants,

BIFRT these funds will be administered according to
the agreement of the spring 1983 NPM.

Fanshawe/U of C

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the national executive be mandated to compile
an ongoing list of staffing priorities to be presented
at each general meeting. These priorities will be
analysed by the 00 committee which shall make recommend
ations to the plenary.

WI/McMaster
CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION:BIRT CFS/FCE recognize the necessity of contitutionally
entrenching the ability of two or more provinces to call
for a NPM and

BIFRT CFS/FCE encourage the provinces to recognize these
NPMs in order to seek agreement as to cost sharing
and time implementation.

Kings College/U of C Grads
Several delegates asked why only 2 provinces were required to
call NPMs.

The 00 committee answered that they thought limiting
the requiment to only 2 would guarantee minority rights.

McMaster asked if the committee considered entrenching
in the motion the fact that NPMs can only make recommendations.

The 00 committee stated that this was implicit in the motions.

Trent asked how the meetings were to be funded.

The 00 committee answered that they recommend the meetings
be held prior to general meetings to save money. Beyond that,
they considered the major responsibility for funding the meetings
lay with the provincial organizations.

Several members of the 00 committee stressed that this motion
represented a compromise, and urged delegates to respect
that compromise.

AMENDMENT: BIRT a majority report and a minority report
where necessary,be fo·rwarded to the CFS/FCE general
meeting immediately following the NPM

VVI/
FRIENDLY
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AMENDMENT: BIFRT time be set aside at the CFS general meeting
immediately folLowing the NPM to discuss the
matters and recommendations

Fanshawe/

FRIENDLY

MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT in NPMs, each province has one vote as does
the CC and the Board. each have one vote.

Dalhousie/u vic

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT in those provinces where there is an established
provincial organi3at~on, that provincial organizations
will ratify their voting delegate to the NPM

BIFRT in those pDovinces where there is no established
organization, the member associations will_agree as
to who their voting delegate to theNPM will be.

Lambton/U of C

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: ~o accept the report of the OD Committee

Kings/Nipissing

CARRIED(Capilano abstention noted)
NUS CARRIED

Dawn Noyes thanked the delegates for the unity displayed.
She also thanked the OD committee

The OD Committee thanked Dawn Noyes.

Constitutional Committee Report:

MOTION: II(8) Authority of the Plenary
(a) The plenary is the final and absolute decision

making authority· in the organization.
Its authority is only detracted from by
explicit constitutional provis1on.

(b) The plenary may overturn any CC decision,
except where such a decision has been implemented
and has resulted in a legal contract.

Dalhousie/Regina

CARRIED (CFS only)

C·'"
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MOTION: V (I) Responsibilities ~nd powers of the Central
Committee

(j) The central committee may not act contrary
to the will of the plenary except in the unusual
circumstances where all the following
conditions are met:

(i) Significant new facts have been discovered
(ii) The interests of Canadian students would
be adversely affected by acting in accordance with
the plenary's will
(iii) All full and propsective members have,
in writing, been informed of the need to reconsider
the issue, and voted to approve the change.

Dalhousie/UBC

CARRIED (CFS only)

MOTION: By-Law I, Section 3.4. A member may withdraw only
upon majority approval in a referendum, after having
given two months notice of the exact time of the refer
endum in,Mriting to the chair of the CFS-S, which
shall operate to withdraw individual members on a
campus ~nd the local student association as a
voting member.

VVI/Okanagan
MdMastersuggested that, given the fact that the CFS-S
Board must ratify all by-law changes, allCFS-S by-law
changes be made contingent on their being accepted by the
Board.

CARRIED (CFS-S Only)

MOTION: By-Law I, secelon 40 "Upon the winding up of
CFS-Services, all assets of CFS Services will be left
to another non-profit organization promoting the
interests o:E students in Canada at a national
level.

VVI/U of A grads

AMENDMENT: To add at the end of the motion, "to be
determined by the plenary at a general meeting"

FRIENDLY

MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED (CFS-S only)

MOTION: By-Law I, Section 2 a) iii (add the follwoing)
"only after having given two months notice of the
exact time of the referendum in writing to the
Chair of the Canadian Federation of.Students.

VVI/Okanagan
CARRIED (CFS only)
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MOTION: A) That Definition 1. be amended to read as follows:

"1. The Canadian Federation of Students/Federation
Canadienne des E£udiante(s) will hereafter be
referred to as the Federation."

Kwantlen/Brandon

CARRIED (CFS only)

MOTION:Whereas the membership passed a motion to refer to
the Canadian Federation of Students/FCE to be defined
in the constitution as "the Federation",

BIRT wherever the CFS and CFS-S constitutions
mention "CFS" this acronym and name in longhand
be replaced with "the Federation".

UBC/Nipissing

CARRIED (Notice of Motion)

MOTION: That By-Law 5 of the Canadian Federation of Students
constitution be amended to read as follows:

To refer this to the Amalgamation Committee, except
for section 5 point 5 in Section A
(see appendix I)

Kwantlen/McMaster

CARRIED

MOTION: Bylaw 5:3:a
Election of Executive Members

i) To be eligible to run for election to the
executive, a candidate must be an individual member
of the Federation within the last six (6) months, or,
she must be a full time, salaried executive member within
the Federation.
ii)To be eligible for the positions of chairperson
or treasurer, a candidate must, in addition to
15.5 (a)i, be a delegate from a member local student
association, or a current member of the executive
committee.

Kwantlen/UBC

CARRIED

MOTION: That Section 15 of By-law 1 of the Canadian Federation
of Students-Services constitution be amended to read
as follows:

to refer this to the Amalgamation Committee along with
notes from the Constitution Committee.

(see Appendix I)
Kwantlen/U of C
CARRIED
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MOTION: To Receive the Constitutional Committee Report
Ryerson/Kwantlen

CARRIED

MOTION: That the Board of Directors of CFS-S provide notice
of motion to delete section 38 for the next general
meeting.

Cariboo/UBC

CARRIED

MOTION: To thank Tim Hill for his work on the Constitution
Committee

USSU/
CARRIED WITH APPLAUSE

MOTION:To appoint Arthur Anderson as interim auditors for
CFS-Services.

Fahshawe/McMaster

CARRIED

International .Committee Report:

The International Committee report was presented by Ann
Travers.

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE fully support and endorse Patrick
Chamberlain in his effort to promote universal
peace with his protest walk from victoria to
Ottawa,

BIFRT CFS/FCEencourage all student groups and
peace groups along the way to support him in his
physical needs and to set up a series of meetings,
films, and rallies with the focus being the cr~ation

of greater public awareness,

BtFRT CFS/FCE endeavour to arrange a ,network
of individuals to walk streches with him.

U Vic/Trent·

U vic gave some background to the motion. Patrick is a student
at U Vic. He made the decision to undertake the walk on his
own, and the U vic AMS has esoablished a trust fund and
support committee for him. The delegates from U Vic offered
to help delegates co-ordinate work in their city.

Carleton asked if a 'refuse·the Cruise' position was im
plicit in the motion.

U,Vic answered that this was part of the demand patrick
was making.

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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MOTION: Whereas the increasing proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction serves to increasinly threaten
the survival of humanity, and

Whereas military research at Canadian universities
including the initial development of the atomic
bomb, has contributed to this destructive
process,

BIRT CFS/FCE call for a ban on miliuary research in
Canadian ps institutions and oppose the
allocation of pulic funds for military research.

Winnipeg/CapUano.

McMaster UGS stressed the importance of having a 'critical
eye' on what goes on within pse institutions. McMaster, for
exmnple, was a chief contributor to the 'Manhatten project' which
originated the atomic bomb. He spoke strongly in favour of
the motion.

Queens grads asked for a definition of military research

Ann Travers (Guelph) answered that a possible definition would
by any research which contribuees to the development and build
up of nuclear armaments.

Mac UGS added that the definition could include research
funded by a military body.

Brandon carried a message from their Native Student Association.
They have been concerned about the role of the North West
territories in nuclear weapons and power development. Native
students are mobilizing a.gainst nuclear weapons.

~mNDMENT: To amend the BIRT section to read as follows:
"BIRT CFS/FCE call for a ban on military research
in Canadian ps institutions for the development of nuclear
arms and other weapons of mass destruction and devlivery
systems and oppose the allocation of public funds
for military research for the development of
nuclear arms and other weapons of mass destruction and
delivery systems.

Fanshawe/Wascana

Guelph spoke in favour of the amendment.

AMENDMENT CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED (Opposition noted from._
Queen's GSS, Carleton, U of C Grads. Abstentions
noted from Ryerson, U of C)

NUS CARRIED (Opposition noted from Waterloo,
Queen's GSS, Carleton, U of C grads).
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MOTION: Whereas visa students are facing the probl~ms of
differential fees and quotas for study in Canada,
and
Whereas they need to voice their concerns, in as
far as these affect them,

BIRT CFS/FCE encourages and morally supports them
in the formation of a Canadian union of international
students,

BIFRT CFS/FCE convey a message of support and
concern to various International Students ~ssociations

across Canada.

U Vi9 spoke in favour of the motion arid explained that the
intent was to encourage national organizing of international
students.

C~RRIED

NUS C~RRIED

MOTION: Whereas differential tuition fees for international
students are cOntradictory to the Charter of Rights
in the new Canadian Constitution, and

Whereas the implementation of dif.ferential tuition fees
for international students is a method of scape
goating international students for federal and pro
vinqial underfunding and;

WhereqS the Federal government, in 1972, recommended
that provincial governments recommend that institutions
charge international students tuition fees of
2 to 6 times the rate of Canadian students to make
up for ,the shortfall in government funding;

BIRT CFS/fCE .qcopt a policy of opposition to
differentiql fees and quotas for International students,

BIfRT CFS/FeE challenge the legality of differential
feei When the Canadian Charter ,of Rights becomes
biding upon the activities of the provincial
governments,

BIFRT CFS/FCE ask its International Commissioner,
with the help of the research department, to report
On the extent of dfufferential fees qnd quotqS in
all provinces at the next semi-annual meeting, and

BIFRT CPS/FCE encourage local student councils to
demand from their local institutions and provincial
governments a complete' financial, social and
cultural evaluation of differential fees.

McMaster UGS/Kwantlen.
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Trent spoke strongly in favour of the motion

Ann explained that the last BIRT was a request to governments
and administrations to provide a more complete rational for
implementing differential fees.

Waterloo asked if the motion is committing a future plenary
to expensive legal action.

Ann answered that this does cornmitt the Federation to action
on behalf of international students.

Waterloo asked if the BUdget Committee or Treasurer had
been consulted.

Ann answered they had not.

CARRIED

NUS CARRIED (Opposition noted: waterloo)

MOTION: Whereas Visa. stud;ants, by a decis:l,.on. of the Unemployment
Immigration Commission and the Department of ·Employment and

and Immigration, have been denied the opportunities to
obtain unemployment insurance benefits; and

Whereas the practice or requiring visa students with
employment related to their studies to make U.I.C.
contributions without a the possibility of obtaining
benefits constitutes a grave injustice;

BIRT CFS/FCE condemn the recent actions of the
U.I.C. in regard to visa students who apply for
U.I.C. benefits as being ind~gent and subject to
deportation and

BIFRT CFS/FCE urge the immediate re-instatement of
full rights to receive UIC benefits to Visa students
and applaad the efforts made by the Canadian union
of Educational Workers in this regard.

Trent/McMaster UGS

McMaster UGS spoke strongly in favour of the motion.

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE adopt the following criteria for recognizing
student groups from other countries:

1. adherence to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights of the Uni~ed Nations.
2. autonomous, democratic student groups,
3. representative of students in pse institutions
4. in the case of government funded student groups,
as they may be the official student group, other
criteria must also be taken into account:
a. opting out clause if there is a violation of

the fundamental human tights,
b. if they do not segregate on the basis of
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g~nder, race creed colour, we must, however recognize
that they may be fighting against racism, sexism and
discrimination on the basis of creed, Eace, political

and sexual orientation.
·c.They recognize CFS/FCE
d.striving for and representing genuinely the students
e.recognition on the basis of their goals and objectives
of being democratic and autonomous.

Memorial/U Vic

Quebec delegates expressed concern that this model might be
used to extend recognition to Quebec students.

Ann answered that this was not the intent.

A question was also raised about the possibility of some
student unions being fully democratic.

Ann answered that by 'democratic' the committee meant that
the organizations would be representative of students.

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the Chilean people and students have been
living under the oppressive regime ofPinochet and

Whereas the rights of the Chilean people have been
suspended

BIRT CFS/FCE send a letter of support for the General
ptrike in Chile May 17th.
CARRIED U Vic/UBC
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT The International Commissioner of CFS/FCE
work in conjunction with people in each region to
set up a speaking toUgh for Armando Paredas for the
academic year 1983-84.

Trent/Winnipeg

CARRIED
NUS cARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the exchange of information is beneficial
to the objectives and operations of CFS/FCE

BIRT the CC be directed to consider sending a delegate
to participate in the CBIE annual conference in
St. John's NB in November 1~83.

U of A McMaster UGS

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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MOTION: aIRT the International Commissioner of CFS/FCE investigate
International Education Groups and the possibility of
affiliation with these groups.

Queens GSSjWinnipeg

CARRIEO
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE endorse the National Conference on Human
Rights organized by the Human Rights Coalition
to take place in December 1983

CapilanojKwantlen

CARRIED (Opposition noted, Queen's)
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the government of Nicaragua has increased
educational opportunities for its population which
had been denied by the previous Somoza dictatorship, and

Whereas the Canadian government has denied aid to
Nicaragua and extended aid to the government of
El Salvador which has slaughtered student leaders and
closed the national university,

BIRTCFS/FCE call for the Canadian government to extend
aid to Nicaragua and cease support to the repressive
dictatorship in El Salvador.

Trent/Lethbridge.

CARRIED (opposition noted Queens Grads, U of C grads)
NUS CARRID (abstentions noted, U of C, McMaster)

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE endorse the principle that educational
institutions divest themselves of assets in Canadian
corporations which have investments in South Africa,
profitting from the system of apartheid and CFS/FCE

encourage its members to research and campaign at
their local institutions on this issue.

BIFRT CFS/FCE encourage its member institutions to
put up notices stating the reasons for divestment of
investments in firms that profit from Apartheid

Victoria/Carleton

Queens noted that there are arguments that suggest further
investment helps abolish apartheid. He disagrees with these
arguments, however, as does Queens AMS. He also noted that
Coca Cola has extensive investments in South Africa and suggested
that it is inconstitent to support their products and this motion

AMENDMENT: BIFRT the Plenary give the !nternational Officer
the mandate to compile a pamphlet and list of
companies owned by or having major investments
in South Africa, and to send this pamphlet
to all member associations.

Kwantlen
}'RIENDLY
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Brandon pointed out there is a considerable debate within
cufl as to what constitutes "inve'stment' CUP will be doing
research on the issue and he suggests student unions discuss
this with their papers.

Mac UGS pointed out that CFS already has a policy of boycotting
South African products.

Sask was opposed to the motion, not out of support for South
Africa, but because they felt it was impossible to find
corporations which student "unions use which do not have
investments in South Africa.
U Vic said that there are major corporations which student
unions do regular business with that can easily be byocotted;
Carling O'Keefe, for example.

Brandon was angered by the feeling that people 'don't know'
the situ.;ition, given the volume of material generated
on the issue by Canadian anti apartheid groups .

. CARRI:i1:D
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the repeated closures and relentless harrass
ment of the educational institutions in the occupied
West Bank and Ga:?;a Strip by the Israeli military
authorities are in flagrant violation of Palestinian
students' fundamental right of academic freedom,
BIRT the International Officer send letters of solidarity
to the Student Councils of Bethlehem university,
Bir zeit University and al-Najah University, and the
General Union of Palestinian Students, and letters
of protest to the Israeli Prime Minister, and Minister
of Education, the Military Governor of the occupied
territories, and the Israeli ambassador to Canada;

BIFRT the International Officer rese.;irch the.denial
of academic freedom in the occupied territories and
~repare a report for distribution to student unions
in Canada.
Brandon/Winnipeg

In introducing the motion, the International Committee
stressed that utmost caution had been used in approaching this
explosive issue. However, the facts of the harassment against
Palestinian students were too gross as to be ignored.

CARRIED (abstentions noted: McMaster, Cariboo, U of A,
WI, LL Of C Grads, U of C)

NUS CARRIED '

MOTION: Whereas Laila Mi'ri, a recent member of the Student
Council of Bir Zeit University, has been incarcerated
by the Israeli military authorities for more than
6 months without charges havin~ been filed against her,
and
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Whereas the treasurer of the Student Council of
Bethlehem University recently received a six year prison
term for participating in a demonstration against the
Israeli invasion of Lebanon,
BIRT the International Officer sent letters of solidarity
to their families and the Israeli Committee for the
release of Laila Mi'ri, and letters of protest to
the Israeli Prime Minister and Minister of Education,
the Military Governor of the occupied territories,
and the Israeli ambassador to Canada.

Brandon/Carleton

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

Ann Travers closed by noting the importance of having students
take position on international issues.

Discounts:

The report of the Discount Committee was presented.

MOTION: BIRT CFS/FCE be allocated at least double the copy
found in the 1982-83 discount handbook;

BIFRT other programs operated by CFS-S be allocated
substantially more copy than that found in the
1982-83 disount handbook

BIFRT the 1983-84 discount handbook include a listing
of emergency phone numbers across Canada, a page for
personal information and 2 or more blank pages for
personal notes.

BIFR'r the present national format of the discount
handbook be retained until such time as the
number of listings precludes the present binding.

BIFRTVP internals of CFS member associations have
included in their job description a responsibility
to ensure that the discount program is administered
on their campus.

BIFRT Board members of CFS-S be responsible to make
appropriate arrangements for the co-ordination of
the discount program. In areas where there is an
obvious lack of co-ordination, taking place;

BIFRT CFS/FCE member associations be directed to place
first priority securing discounts on essential products
and services in busi;ness areas in the immediate vicinity
of their institution.

Lethbridge/Nipissing

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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MOTION: BIRT the reps for the discount program be advised
that discounts on products and services of a sexist,
racist or otherwise offensive nature will not be
accepted in the program.

Lethbridge/Memorial

AMENDMENT: BIFRT reps be encouraged not to solicit discounts
. from commercial outlets that sell any pornography

whatsoever.

FRIENDLY

The discount committee noted that each campus was to appoint
reps to solicit discount91 and each discount brought in would
be checked.

Winnipeg spoke against the motion, citing the 'subjectivity'
of the pornography issue.

U of a spoke in favour of the motion, noting that pornography
is quite easily recognizable.

Carleton also noted pornography is not easy to define.

AMENDMENT: to delete the final BIFRT

Carleton/McMaster

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

U of A noted that the plenary had just passed motions of support
for oppressed groups around the.world yet has 'chickened out'
when it comes to women in Canada.·

Carleton said that it wasn't a question of 'chickening out'
but concern with the the viability of the program.

MAIN· MOTION CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: To accept the report of the discount committee

Cariboo/NipisSing

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

Other business:

MOTION: Whereas the government of Ontario's Committee on Univer
sity Education in North Eastern Ontario will soon be
recommending the amalgamation of Nipissing University
College, College University o~Hearst, Algoma
UniverSity College and Laurentian university into
one University of North Eastern Ontario and

Whereas this amalgamation has been opposed by
faculty, staff, alumni, administration, business, the
francophone community, labour, and most ~ehemently,

student groups, because of the loss of institutional
autonomy and local control in any such ventures,
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BIRT CFS/FCE adopt as policy the following:
That CFS/FCE oppose the imposition of any amalgamation
or clOsure of any psi such as the case of the University
of North.Eastern Ontario and Atlantic Institute of
Education and that CFS/FCE support legitimate, concerned
groups in any feasible way which opposes such amalgamation
or closure and

VCC-KE yes
VCC Lan yes
VVI yes
Vic yes
Waterloo yes
Winnipeg yes

Absent)

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

(AlgomaCARRIED UNANIMOUSLYNUS and CFS

BIFRT CFS/FCE support the CFS-O/FCE-O and Nipissing
University College's stand on the restructuring of the
University system in North Eastern Ontario.
(Note: this is a policy motion)

Barry Schmidl h~ some background to the motion. He asked
for a roll call vote.

U of A yes Lethbridge
grads yes McMaster
Brandon yes grads
UBC yes Memorial
Cal yes Moncton
grads yes Nipissing
Cap yes OCA
Cariboo yes Okanagan
Carletonyes Queens
Fanshawe yes grads
Guelph yes Regina
Kings yes Ryerson
Kwantlen yes Sask
Lakehead yes SFU
Lambton yes U of T grads
Laurentian yes Trent

MOTION: Whereas there was no adequate accomodation for disabled
persons at ·the arrival of this conference and not
accessible meeting rooms for disabled persons

BIR~r this plenary recognise the organizing committee for
its in~ediate action in fiding accessible accomodation

BIFRT This plenary recognise the rest of the plenary
who have helped this delegate from VCC Langara up and
down the stairs.

VCC Langara/Carleton

CARRIED with much applause
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: To thank the Organizing Committee at University of
Saskatchewan

Memorial/Queen's

CARRIED with much applause.
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MOTION: Whereas CFS/FCE is committed to the idea of academic
freedom; and
Whereas it is likely that many universities will,·be
seeking corporate research funding;

BIRT CFS encourage its member institutions to call for
a public announcement of any conditions arising from this
funaing and the nature of research intended.
McMaster UGS/Queens GSS

CARRJ;ED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the issue of research and development has not
been addressed concretely by CFS in policy, research or
campaign and
Whereas there is a need to address more graduate

issues at CFS general meetings if the Federation
hopes to involve more graduate students,

BIRT CFS plan and implement a special graduate issues
day at the next ~onference and

BIFRT this issues day will focus primarily on research
and development in post secondary education.

Mac UGS/Queens GSS

Queens noted that the intent was simply to try ·to set aside
a day for grad issues which would not conflict with other issues
grads were interested in.

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas the CFS has opposed the taxation of scholarship
income

BIRT the CCstrongly lobby the federal government
to increase the current $500 scholarship income tax
deduction to $1000.00

McMaster.UGS/Queeos GSS
CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT CFS urge all member universities with graduate
schools to send graduate student delegates to future
general meetings.

McMaster UGS/Queens GSS

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas research and development money is being taken
out of Canada by foreign investors making profits in
the Canadian market; and

Whereas this hampers graduate study programmes through
the loss of funding and

Whereas this loss of money also contributes to
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unemployment in Canada,
BIRT CFS/FCE lobby the Federal government to require
foreign corporations to invest money in research and
development in Canad8in direct proportion to the
size of their Canadian market; and

BIFRT the Canadian corporations with subsidar±es
abroad also be required to follow the same principle
with regard to research and development, particularly
in the thrid world.

McMaster UGS/Queens GSS

Queens AMS spoke against the 'requirement' section of the motion.

McMaster grads spoke in favour, noting that many countries insist
on this requirement.

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: BIRT the international committee be encouraged to
research and or co-ordinate research by interested
members into the suppression of fundamental academic
freedoms in any state where such suppression may
occur and

BIFRT such information be distributed to member
associations and included in the integrated data bank

Brandon/U of T GSU

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

MOTION: Whereas Screech parties have been proven to
be an educational egperience and an enhancement to
political discourse

BIRT Screech parties be instituted as a tradition in
all general meetings.

Victoria/Memorial
CARRIED WITH MUCH LAUGHTER

MOTION: Whereas coffee and tea imported to Canada by multi
national corporations minimize the benefits to producers
in Thitd. World countries by buying up processed pro
ducts and processing them in Europ and North America;
and

Whereas Bridgehead Trading Co. imports pre-processed
p~oducts directly from Thrid World nations, namely
Tanzania, Nicaragua and Sri Lanka and is a non profit
organization whose excess of revenue over expenditures
are put back into those countries through development
projects

BIRT CFS/FCE attempt to buy Bridgehead products for
conferences and meetings whenever this is compatible
with food service arrangements.

Trent/V vic

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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Graham Dowdell thanked Kris Farkas for her superb job as
Chairperson.

MUCH APPLAUSE

MOTION: If any motions were skipped, please refer them to the
CC

Winnipeg/Queens

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED

Helena raised the question of the termination of U of T Brock and
Windsors' membership. She suggested this be the first item
of business in Ottawa.

Brenda explained that the normal procedure for terminating
membership was receipt of a letter from the schools in
question. Such a letter was not received.

Graham Went on to thank Yvette Diepenbrock the conference
organizer, Karen MCarthy, the typists and printers, the out
going cc: Jeff O'Malley, Al Shyptch, Dawn Noyes, Kent Darling,
Gilaine Funnel, Brenda Cote and Steve Quigley, the national
staff, Tim Feher, Jeanne Stephens, Jan Mahar, Peter Kavanaugh,
Peter Hoy, Mike McNiel.

MUCH APPLAUSE

Graham also thanked Bruce Tate for taking minutes.
Much Applause.

Dawn Noyes noted it was the first time in over a year that
the entire plenary agenda had been dealt with.

Sask spoke as the host institution, to thank delegates for
all their co~operation.

MOTION: To adjourn

U of A/Sask

CARRIED
NUS CARRIED
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ASSOCIATION des ETUDIANTS

de SIMON FRASER
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SIMON FRASER
ST

RECEIVED I REtu

... 4 1983

CFS/FCE

The following are motions passed by Student Forum for
presentation to the CFS National Conference. We
apologize for the late submission, but hope that they
are in time to be circulated.

1. "BIRT the CFS Central Committee be directed to
prepare a constitutional amendment for the next
national conference that would:

a. Combine the two executive structures
of the national organizations into one
executive, and;

b. reduce the numbers of the Central Committee,
preferably to one representative for each
province (9) and three at-large officers
(Chairperson, Secretary/Treasurer, and
Serviclils Officer),"

2. "BIRT the planning of the next national conference
include:

a. smaller working committees;
b. more issue-oriented education sessions;
c. a mandate for research staff to draft;

position papers for discussion in committees;
d. workshops/sessions on on-campus organizing,

problem solving, etc."

3. "BIRT CFS will not interfere with the right of
organizations to have literature tables to
distribute information to delegates, provided that
such organizations do not inter fer with the ability
of delegates to do their jobs (by, for example,
blocking hallways or entrances'.

4. "BIRT a full report on the implementation of the
'National Data Bank' be made at this conference."

5. "BIRT the CFS-Services Board phase out the Canadian
Programming Service within one year."

6, "BIRT the CFS-Services Board be directed to place
high priority on the funding of local recruitment
into the Student Discount Programme."

simon fraser university I burnaby, b.c. vsa 1s6 I telephone 291·3181

universile simon fraser I burnaby, c.-b. v5a 156 I 16leton 291-3181



7. i'BtRT CpS recognize as policy the Canadian
Univers~ty Press Statement of Principles."

Thanks, and good luck with the conference,

$ ·6,
Gene Beuthien
Fieldworker
Simon Fraser Student Society

edb/
Cupe 2396

,~..., .., "

',' .



_~]l Dalhousie .

[!1 Student
Union

~••lOU8Ie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 4J2

March 18, 1983

,

We hereby give notice for the following constitutional
amendments to be considered at the next CFS general
meeting in Saskatchewan in May:

New section:

11(8) Authority of th~ Plenary
(a) The plenary is the final and absolute

decision-making authority in the organization.
Its authority is only detracted from by
explicit constitutional provision.

(b) The plenary may overturn any CC decision,
except where such a deciSion has been
implemented and has resulted in a legal contract.

Addition to existing section:

V(l) Responsibilities and powers of the Central Committee

(c) The central committee may not act contrary
to the will of the plenary except in
the unusual circumstances where the following
conditions are met:

(i) Significant new facts have been discovered
(ii)The interests of Canadian students
would be adversely affected by acting in
accordance with the plenary's will.
(iii) All full and prospective members have,
in writing, been informed of the need to
reconsider the issue, and voted to approve
the change.

We trust you will act on this notice so that these proposals
will be voted on in May.

Yours .~erelYI •

/~;J~jf1-h.$~ "-<-_
'Peter Rans, President.

s)
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RECEIVED' RE~U
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jloft. l.,) llt,- G.ulddiiJll Ftl(jPf'iil.iIH' uf St udon ts .

r~ovl'd V,,,"'uIIVI't' VOl'''! ion.r t I ns t i t.u t.o :->llJdl,nl';' As s».. i "I Ion Lhut.
I Ill' Cdll"dldll F,·d"I',ILinn o r St udc-n t u r-ons t.Lt ur r ou be' dllIE'ruJ"d
In J'('..J.J;

ny .. I .. .w I. S"cUon 2, u ) iii liJC!cl 1.1,,' lui Low i nu }:
t' ••• (,Illy dJ Ler hdvlrl~J qlVL'U Li vc- IIIU.,lll:·; Ill) I ilOl:
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RECEIVED IREC;U

;;; 11 .,

CFS/FCE
Moved Kwantlen College Student Association:

"A) That Definition 1. be amended to read as follows:

"1. The Canadian Federation of Students/Federation
canadrenne .des Etudiantes(s) will hereafter be referred
to as the Federation."

B) That By-Law 5 of the Canadian FederatiQn·of Students
constitution be amended to read as follows.

C) That By-Law 15 of the Canadian Federation of Students
Services constitution be amended to read as follows.



5.'l(al 'I'llI' IlX"cul.ivI' comm t t.Lor- ,Slid I I 1'11'111<1.· "IH' "'1""""',,1.11 iv"
t r-om each province in wlll"'l t.ho r e is ill 1<:.",1. IIIH.' v·,1 111<1

member- in til(' ~·edcriltl"n. E"d, pl'ovlncjn! "1'1"'''''''''' ,,\ J V"

.tihal1 he e l er-t ed hy LlI(' v.>I,in'1 111"",1"'1"; ill 11 •.i ]. pn)')ii"'I'
ilt the scmi-dnnual met,l.imlof th' F(1.1i.'r.'t~~1 01' .. ,1. ·~'U'II /I ,t.ill~· ,1:';

such vo t.f nq me-mber-s may. t-v wl'illlm t ns : nUIl··,,1 siqlll'u oJ

me j or t I.y, detc·rm1ne. .

( b ) 'I'ho exerulivl.' commt t t.r-c- ,,11.111 inl'lud.' .. ('lIo"li,'p.,.,.o" "I"c,tc'ci
ill., l"r91' at. t.lu- .umu.i l ~11"I1"".d ""'.:1.1",, of 1'111' I;."d"".d,io",

II') 1he executive' commi t t.oe sllal 1 i"cllld" " 11·1,.)SIII·I',' \,1 pc't(,rj
oj! - l.Jr·~le <.It t ho illunldl ql.'lH,·t'tli Jllt'l.'l.inq (If l..u' 1·~.. dl."·fd.lC"l.

(d) Thl! r-xo cut.Lvc will inclllClc' om- non vo t.t nn ""pl'I,"';c,1I .JI i VI'

chosen by the organizec! s t udc-nt.s o I (~lIf'b"I·.

',.4 nut.t e s

(il) Pr-ov i nr-La l t'(,·Jlrl·~H·nt.al.iv ...~s ~hd] I ~ ill rHldi t l(JfI I.CJ I rJ . ? :

i) A Ltend ,11 1 mee t t ngs of tile C'Xf'('U I.i VI' COIIU" i t. Lee.
i i) Pel'form . .J)' sllch o t.ho r dut.t e s lIS ilIisl"n<:.·t1 t.o I lip",

by il tn"jl"'ily'of vo t.i nq mcmbr- I", in I.h<:..''Il' I,rovirw(,.

t b ) TIll' "n"il'per£(.n shu l l , ill add t r.t.on 1.11 1~;.7.:

i\ AI. tend all IllCel:lrIlJ!l of t.ho nXI'('ll\.iVf.' "10''''"i I t.r-o ,
j i) :~hf'n fin"ncps ,,11'1I~. 1.11" pos l t t on of CI, "1f)1'I'''(lIl ~d II

h.,· f·sl."b]i~th~ct i.l~" d flJJJ .. t.I mu sdl.u·j,·d p,~,il.iIJlI. 'JI1"
'~:I1.l.Jill.h'I·: ...)n \l'Ji)l 111l:'n hI' I'C'S,UIIlSIIJ!p r .. , t,,.·pr·rlllldt.IIJq

1111~ wo,.j· ld' till' p>,,','ut i VI' bpt \'11 ('II 1111"'1 i fl.p. 0111"1 'I:i 1 J
I",,'po'l l)il hl'l III t i v i 11\':; I tl ,'tlf',11 ,'X"C'1I , v ,. lI.'"t i r.q ,

I: ',"Ii lJ ,1\'1 ;1'; t Ih' pi t:lldt"y SPI)kl~S I)'" !.. J.Hl ,1I1'J 1'( rlr ':'~..(:r,t it LV'

~l~ t \1(' 1'( dt'l'dl inn.

IV) II Uh' ('II.tIl'PI'I'·":,, l~:io all~;t'I,1 01' :lfldhl" I) .I,"t t l u r dlll.l'
1111\1 1).ll~I,II"-i ",.IV Iii' ('XI.'t'('i~'I' I IIV '·"1'11 o t l u I lltoll,IJ"ro I,d I !,t
L;;";'l!cul i vr- d:- I.I,,,~ (":{('("I.ll i vr. IIhly 1 r'urn l j,I,t.' I f. I Llll'.:

:,ppol"1 lor Uw I pll"p'.'SI,).

v) rill' ("hdil-pt·r··;l)I' :ilJ" I I oI1~:io Pi ,'IIHIH ,':iuC'h (".fl.l" flul j('S

II:'; in.iv 11'0111 I i mr> l.u t i11lf~ bt' etl!lI.'I'l1lilll~rt I.y till'
I·X<,ClIl. i Vl'.

i) JlUend o t I IIlI.'etillq,.; o l the e;<c!r:uLiv" l.'onllltill.<'l'.
i i) "lIt~ tr('il"urer shall be n'sponsible for I.h,' k,'qdn'J of

ful J unu ;)CC'UI'ut C ;}C'COllnt s of til I rec e I pl.s ,,,,,I
l'xpl.'nclllllres of tile Federat.ion ill pr-opn r b"nk'; of
J"C()lllll, WILl ~Ii 11 dl'posi I. III I he name illIO 11\ 1.111:'
c r eu t t. of tno 1"I,dp,'al.iol1 in such f1n'-llwiill lI.stll.utiollS
.IS may f"0111. t t me to Lime he df'siqllil\.(,d by Ull'

l~xecut i VI'.
1 j i) Till" 'I'r,.'.o,alrnl' ,.;110111 U(' "I'!;I'''I1!dhll.' f or- II", dl!,tJllr~I'IIII!l1L

oft he I IInLls I) r t 11l' FI'c1c l'ill.i Oil lind" r- t lip .. i 1 "C t. J()11 o f
the' eXp("111 i v c: lind \'01 ill t'epor"t: Pdeh C'XPf""IJ I i v c: ilUd

qt~ner'a.1 1'leeLilHl on he.' Lrdnsclcl.iolls t~)~.i Tr·l~,.I:o~llrr'r drld
on till" f,nal\('id) pO:-iilion of t.h~' I"f·dt"'lllitJn,

IV) When LllI' finolnl.'l's nlll1w, L1H' (>o:<ilion "f 'Jr"",',I1I1'"
\1111 bt' c sl.i1bl lshed by tilt' Fcl!Plo"l.·ifJrl .'1', d ftlll .. l.imt'

s"l,lr'it'd posit.ioll.
v) The Tr"ed:itll'PI' ~o,Jjll dl:,o ppr'1(lrlll :·;lll'l, l,tllt'ro dill il':; rAS



/ IW-I.AW V( ".i): EXEGlJ1'TV!~_.~0!1t-'!11"!:I~I':

5. The boar-d ~)f direclors I,f CillWell,1Il '·','der',JI ion of 'Sllldenl.s
wi 11 be known itS I.h(' oxor-ut i VI' I""llllli \.\ I>!','

consisting of not less t hiln :;ix (h) ilnd no 1 moro I hMI
twelv.., (J2) dlrf'~·lol's. 'IIII' ,,)(,'I'ul ivl' l'Olllnli\ I,!" wi 1/
herf'after be )'eferr('d \. 0 i1S I'h" ,')wcuL i vo .

i, I ThE' oxecut r ve of Cilnndiilfl F,:<lI'I'.11 iC)1I of Sludc'flt s
wiJl have Lhl' SillI"! ,'x,;("ul iv.· iHol thl' (","lilIll'"1 I'I,dl'I, .. 1 i on of
~jlud"·nt.s..Services

5,:::(<<) Tlw execut r vo will O\)S,'I'VLO .md "!,holel th,.. "hj"l:l.lvc'~; Clf

ilie Feder.al.ioll

II'.) 1'lw oxecut.i vo is rv-spons t b l e for t.ho I IIIp)'·f11I.'11t ,II iOfl 'If
.J J J Pc,ctc ra t.J on dec i s ions.

( c ) 'trre responsiblc for t hu lII,lI1i1!JclIIL'nl. of lIl" 1,1 J il'c;" ill1el, st"ff
of Ltre Federation -. ·

•
(") In all d.,C1sions and pos i LIons Lakon , t.ho vxecut t ve will be

bound and gUided by the Fcu..,ratioll

('.') The executi vc wi 11 pr-epar-e the a~T(mda fOl' ouch Hlineral
Ir,eL·l.ingof the Federal.ioll nnd will distribute i I. t.o all
thl) voting member-s of the Federation i1t. Jei.l!;l. t.I,rt'(! weeks
before lIw r-rrd of the IllC:I-l;ing.

(I) At ('vcI'y \)t'r!(',"al Im-.-ti 11'1 , 111<: /.'xI'c'ut.ivn will n'Il,.,.1 on its
;ictlvll.ita;s and tJH,\ tlctivitjes un<il~rtilkt~n llfldc'r it.!,
.iut nort t y sin.:t: I.Iw l n s t, 'It'llfo" ill "'"'I·lln~J.

:':/ ~Ul.ijll:t '10 th,' dll't'cl.i<lll "J t.hc Vl'till\l 1II('I1II,,-/·s of t Iu
h.'<!I'lillioll, IIw. «xccut i v-- will "dlilini,;I"I' 1.1", i"t.lir~ 01
uf t Ll.' !-'f"'d...... '·.. t.t ou ill ill') 'hinqs II'Ht IIIt&kt.· (Jr' 1'C1IJ~,p I ,. bf~ ""I(j(~

illl' Ii,,' F,'dl'I'.,l.illll III il.:; n.um- , .. IlY llind ,,1<"'111/,1<:1.
..lloi"I. I I.e. I'cd,'I'iJl.ioll IIIdy l.,wl'ully ,,"1"1' i n t o , 'II ...
c,1;·,a·cul J VC U1iay au .. 11 ot Itl'r actB dnd l h in'l:; .1:; t hi: F,~dt'r·.11 J 011
is hy i t~. I~htll·i)(·t e'" LlI' l rv ..nv ot hpr lOP t:.iorl dill lI"r i .~t·rl

I ~. ,h ••

;, I lilt, t.·x,'cuti". i~ ex~:r~·s:;ly l'1111HH·/I·,"('d ton I.U1CIt.. ~,·. It:i1::iI.'.
'1\(I)"ir.,. t-',(·Il, "~Xl·lti.IU;t.:, or' ol.h"'I·'I'I1:,(" di~i'.(':'t.' f"JlII I,inn..!' ",

I itl.t,· t" ~;h.II'C~'i, Hl.u(~t;,~;' 1'C'UL I.~; I wIII'r',11I1 :.j, c,1Jd,i (III'., .uid
,·I-lat'l' fi\'C,lUii t.t cs : of ldthh•• htllldiuqs , l't rl CI I) ..... ·t· ""11""" I'!,
UI,JYL'"l!l] l."o,~"i rnmov-..~.-Ih 1:\:,. 1'(lit! or' IH..:")H111111; 01 0.( ,UIV r 1 "tit. (Jr'
1I11.I'r,cal. t.luvro Ln oWlwll by 'hl~ "'l'c!I!I,•• t.t on , for· :"11'11
t"OIl~i J duri' t,i on ,,In,t,1 upon ~u'l.'h t,t~r inS ~IS I he." exocut J Vt.' d{'('ms

iJdv i Silb lp;"

(i) TIl" •.-xer-ui t ve and t nd t v f duo I IIlclIll:"r'r, uf UII' .'X",·", •VI, IIIdy
from '\,1111(' to timl' did ,'qa I.t· tv ot.hm membnf'!; IIf t.II<'
t=axc~(~\lt.iv(~. 11,,1 off,!',,,s 0'" ldmpluye("~t uJ t.h ..... I"r"tlt::r"'tJl j'lfl," ("r
III '"fl il·I.·I'~,\.,1 11111 Vilt ill., 1lI1'''lhl'I'~; .. I' 1.11l' I'c'd"I .. (i .." 'hei r
I"".'''''s a'ld <I"lil;'; lIf .. :ilgllilll.1 01 r il'o"',

C"lI'lltlS U. i lIlI \ f I.hl' Ex,.',('1I1 i Vl'

'111,- ,1:;«"'"'\11 i\'! ~;htll1 ('(Insi'·,t of nilH' ("I) IHI'VIIU'loIl

'"I,p,,,·::>(oll1' .. t l\e!~1 1."chlfirl}(;-jI'~;oJlIl'iill,d II t"('.l'olU'('r. r,ltls cl

111111~vnt In., l,'1 !'it'I'V."" ·f",'..1I1i till"" p,'o'vinc"t' of (Ju,'b,'".



(b)

(d)

5.9

(a)

In the event of the ere'lt ion of one or mor-e- new pemi tions
on the executive during the term of offJce of the o xecut.Lvu ,
the new positions will, f or: the pur-pouua of Lhf s By-law,
be considered vacancies.

Quorum and Meetings of the Executive

The quorum f'or- the t.r-ansac t i on of bus i ne s s of the o xcc u t I vu
will be at ieilst one-half of the member-s of t.he oxecut.Ivo
plus one.

Except of otherwise required by law, t.he r-xecu Lt ve may hold
its meetings at such place or p Lact.s as it may from time to
t.ime determine.

(e) The executive will ho l d at,leas~ four (4) regular mee t.i nqs
between each annual general meet'ing of t.he Federation.

(d ) Meetings of the execut.ive may be formally called by the
Chairperson, or t.he Treasurer. The chairperson must call
a meeting if she recieves the written request of three (3)
or members of tbe executive fo~ a meeting.'

(e ) no t i ce of regular meeti.ngs of th'e executive, must be deliv-
ered verbally or in writing to each voting member of the Fedcratiol'1

not less than ten day before the meeting is to oe-cur, or must be sent
. for ddivcry too each voting member of the Federat~on not less
than twelve (l 2) days before t.hcmect.ing is t.o occur. The
statuatory del'laration by the Chairperson that the notice
has been given shall be held to he auf f i c f en t pr-oof of
such noli ce ,

( f l Not i c c of t.hc- rt>qul ar meet I nfJ of. t.ho o xorru t i ve IIl1m t l,,'!
delivered vor-ha l Jy 01' it. wl'ilillg t(~ eadl III<,tIIhcr of UJ<'
cxecut, i v» not lcs~; r.hau t.<.1l (.111 I d<JYs l,,~tuf"t~ till.' mor-L 1 nq is
lo ocrur , or .mus t; b(~ 5,~nt lor d('~ Ii ve rv to (,:!ilC'h II1f"III'Jt~r o f
,'XI'('utlve 'not lens t.n.m L~Jelv<, (J2) di'yS b,~f()re LIll.'
1I1~· .. till" is to occur', TIll:' s t auua t or-y d"rlaraLion by t hc
""oJ l rper-son t hill. not ice has been q I ven Of, s cn t; wi II be held
Lu be suf f r cf v-nt, pr-oo f "I' such notice.

(g) II special meeting of the executive may be held ~lilhout.

formal not Lee if a Ll membe-r-s of t.ho executive ar-e pr-osent.,
01' if those nhsent have s i qn i f Led "! he tr consent, to tllP.

holding of the meeting. Notice of sudl il meeting will be
telephoned, telegraphed or delivered to each executive
member not less than one day before the meeting is t.o Lake
place.

(h) No er-r-or- or admission in the q i v Luq of notice for iJ meeting
of the execut.r ve will invalidate such meetlny or invalidate
or make void any proccdings taken.

(i) The rules of procedure at meetings' fo the executi VI! will
be the most r"cent edition of Aobert's Hules of Order

:!
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m:IY from time Lo time be deterrnin~d.hY t.:lw executive.

ElectDn of Executive Members

iJ To be eligible to run for election 1:0 the' executive,
a candidat.e must.be an individual member of the
Federation wi thin t.he last six (6) mont.hs , or, she
she must be a fulltime, salaried exequtivc member
wi thin the Federation.

ii) To be eligible for Lhe positions of'l:hillrpcrson or
treasurer, a candidate must, in addition to 15.5(a)i,
be a del<lgate from a member local student association,
or a cur-r-ent; member of the executi ve commi t.t.ee ,

5.5(b) Election Pr-ocudur-oa ,

t ) All 'elections and ral:lficatlons by genE:'ral meetings
of the Federation will be conducted by secret ballot.
Each voting memborof the Federation present will
be enti t!ed to cast one vote fOl' each posl tion.

ii) A candidiltE;!',!l1ust receiye an.absolute majority of votes
cast in order to be elected or r'ul;ificd by a general
meeting of the federation; J\n.\llection must occur
'even if there is only one candidate; . '

. it i) Ttle Fedel'illion may 'adopt .sueI t other pr-oceeur-es fOr the
election of executive membors us are not inconsistent
with,thc~e BY-laws

~.6 Term of Office

(a) ~ach member of ,the executive will hold office unLil the
fi r-at, semi -oarmue I general meo U ng of tho f'edl'r'u t.ton
'after hel' election, or until her SUCCeSsor 11m; been
duly e Lec t.ed , '01' until hel' 101'111 of otfiec has
o cherwr so been termil1ilted according to t.ho provisions
of thl~!;e By-laws.

ncmoval of EXl~cutive Members

(b)

(d) An at-large ml!mbcl' of the executive lIIay be r-emoved by
a ,2/3 vote of the voting members of Lhe Fede r-atf on, Such u
vote may be taken at a general meeting or conducte<.l by
mail. ' ' . .

A provincial ','cprescntative on till: execUtive committee
maybe removed by a 2/3 vote of the v~ting members of the
voting members in that province.

5.8 Ileplacement of Executive Members

(a)Jnth~ .event' t~at a vacancy occurs in an:at;''1iIr.ge·poSlt:1on
execut r ve before the exp.iral:l.on of lhe nor-ma I t e rm of
office of the executive, that vacancy may only be filled
bya majority vote of a general meetIng or ma1lout
bullot. "

on the

(h) In Lhe event that a vacancy occurs in a prOVincial
represent.ative position on the executive before t ho
expiration of the normal term of office 'of the executive
that vacancy may only be fille<.l by a major.l.ty VOLl' (Jf tll~
voting membe-r-s in that provf nco ,

(e) A person e Loo t ed as r-ep l acomcn t; lor U vncant. pon t tt on holds
office unt.il I:ho expiral:ion of tlw oc>l'lIlill t.e r-m of oi t t c«
of t.he mombor she hil s rep1aced .



15.3(a) The executive committee shall include one r-opr-e'srmt.a t.Lvo
from each province "in which there is at least. one voting
member in the Federation. Each provincial representative
shall be elected by the voting members in thaL province
at the semi-annual meeting .of, ,W ,'FedemL'i:Jn,or;~lt::,sudi. i)"bime:as
such voting members may, by written instrumenL signed a
majority, determine.

(b) The executive committee shall include a chai rpl,rsnn o t cc t.o d
at-large at the semi-annual general meeting of tli£.' ~~ederation.

l
(c) The cxocu t i ve commi L tee slla 11 i nc l udo .. l. r'l'i1sllr'l' t· (, I ('I' [.(~d

at-large at the semi-annual general mco Lt nq of \'ltt' (':eder'aLion,

(d) The executive will include one non-voting representative
chosen by the organized students of Quebec.

15.4 Duties

(a) Provincial representatives shall, in addition to 15.2:

i) Attend all meetings of the executive committee.
ii~ Perform all such other duties as assigned to them

by a majority of voting members in their province.

(b) The chairperson shall, in addition to 15.2:

i) Attend all meetings of the execut.ive committee.
ii) When finances allow,the position of Chairperson will

be established as a full-time salaried position. The
Chairperson will then be responsible for co-ordinating
the work of the executive between meetings and will
report on her activities to each executive meeting,

iii) Will act as the primary spokes person and representative
of the Federation.

iv) If the Chairperson is absent or unable Lo act., her duties
and powers may be exerci sed by such o t.hor- mc-mho r- of the
executive as the executive may from time to time
appoint for that purpose.

v) The che t r-per-son shall also perform such o t.Iu-r- dut.Lo s,

ilS mny f rom time t.o t.tmo hI' dot.or-m i nou by 1.111'

execuLive.
•

(c) The Treasurer shall, in addition to 15.2;

i) Attend all meetings of t.he executive commiLt.ee.
ii) The treasurer shall be responsible for I.Iw kc-c-p i nq of

full and accurate accounts of all receipts ilnd
expenditures of the Federation in pr-ope-r- honks of
account, and will deposit in Lhe name ant. l.o the
credit of the Federation in such financinl institutions
as may from time to Lime be designated hy t.IIU
executive.

iii) The Treasurer shall be responsible for t.he disbursement
of the funds of till' Federill.ioll under- t.ho di n'cl. ion of
the executive and will report each executive and
general meeting on her transactions as Treasurer and
on the financial position of the Federation.

iv) When the finances allow, the position of Trensurer
will be established by the Federation as a full-Lime
salaried position.

v) The Treasurer will also perform such other duties as



(b)

(c)

15.2(a)

BY-LAW XV(15): EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

15. The board o,f directors of Canadian Fedpralion of Students
Services will be known as the executive cOiTlmilte(),
consisting of not less lhan six (fl) and not more l.han
twelve (12) directors. The executive committee will
hereafter be referred to as the executive.

1 !l.1 Thccxcculivc of Canadian fo'l!derill.lon (If St.udr-n t.n ~;(,rVicCf;

will have the same executive as the Canadian Federation of
Students.

The executive will observe and uphold the ob j ect.Jvcs 9f
the 'l:'ederation

The executive is responsible for the implementation of
all Pederation decisions.

The responsible for the management of the offices and staff
of the Federation.

(d) In all decisions and positions taken, the executive will be
bound and gUided by the Federation

(e)" The executive will prepare the agenda for each general
meeting of the Federation and wi 11 distribut.e 11: 1.0 aJ 1
the Voting members of the Federation at least: three weeks
before the end of the meeting,.

(flAt every' general meeting, the executive will r-epor-t; on its
activities and the activi ties undertaken under- i t.s
authority since the last general meeting.

(g) Subject to the direction of the vo t f nq member-s of t.he
F"deration, the executive will adm t nf s t.er- Lhr- af Iu i r-s of
of 'the Federation I n ail things and make Or CaUSf' to be made
for the Federation in its name. tiny kind of contract.
which the Federation may lawfully enter f nt.o. 'I'll"
executive may do all other acts and things liS t.he Federation
.t s by its character or by any other reason aut.hor-tzod
to do.

(h) The executive is express1y empower-ed Lo purchase, J case,
aquire, sell, exchange. or otherwise dispose from l.illle to
time of shares, stocks reghts, warrants, options, and
other securities; of lands, buildings, and other property,
moveable or immoveable, ,real ,or personal; or of any right or
inte'rest therein owned by the f"ederation, for surh
cons'fder-e t Lon and upon such terms as the executi vo deems
advisable.

(i) The exeeut i ve end individual members of the executive may
from time to time delegate to other members of the

.execut t ve , .to offers or employees of the f"edl,rilUon, or
\.0 officers of .Lhe VOt.!IHJ 1Il(~lIIbcr"H of l.he Fed(Jf'.1 Lion t.ho I r
powers and duties of a signing officer.

15.3 Composition of the Executive

The executive s~all consist of nine.(9) prOVincial
representatives. a chairperson. and a treasurer. plUs a
non-voting observer. from the province of Quebec:.





(d)

15.9

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

( e)

not less

(f)

(g)

(h)

( t )

In the event of the creation 'of one or more'new positions
on the executive during the term of office of the executive,
the new positions will, for the purposes of this By-law,
be considered vacancies.

Quorum and Meetings of the Executive

The quorum for the transaction of business of t.he executive
will be at least one-half of the members of the executive
plus one.

Except of otherwise requi r-r-d by lhw, t.ho oxecut.t vo milY hold
its meetings at such p l ace or places as It may from time to
time determine.

The oxccut t ve will ho l d a L leas t four (4) regul a r- mel'L Inqs
between each annual general meeting of the Federnl.ion.

Meetings of the executive may be formally called by the
Chairperson, or the Treasurer. The chairperson must call
a meeting if she recieves the written request of three (3)
or members of the 'executive for a meeting.

Notice of regular meetings of the executive must be deliv-
ered verbally or in writing to each voting member of the Federation
than ten day before the meeting is to occur, or must be sent
for delivery to each voting member of the ~ederation not less
than twelve (12) days before the meeting is to occur. The
stutuatory declaration by the Chairperson that the notice
has been given shall be held to be sufficient proof of
such notice.

Notice of the regular meeting of t.he executive must. be
delivered verbally or in writing to each member of the
executive not less than ten ( i o ' days before the meeting is
t.o occur, or must be sont. for del ivery t.o (!iIl,h ml'mher of
executi ve not less than twel ve (12) days before t.he
meeting is to occur. The statuatory declaration hy the
chairperson that notice has been given or sent. will be held
to be sufficient proof of such notice.

A special meeting of the executive may be held without
formal notice if all members of the executive arc present,
or if those absent have signified thej.r consent to the
holding of the meeting. Notice of such a meetinn wi 11 be
telephoned, telegraphed or delivered to each executive
member not less than one day before the meeting is to take
place.

No error or admission in the giving of not.t co for a meeting
of the executive will invalidate such meeting or invalidate
or make void any procedings taken.

The rules of procedure at meetings fo the executive will
be the most recent edition of Robert's Rules of Order



Canadi an Feder'at; on of Students

LJIlAfT BUDGET1

April 1. 1983 - Ma rch 31, 1984

SUI!i!I.~~.!:t Statement of Revenue and Expendi ture

Total Revenue

Less Total Expenditures

Sub- Tota 1

Less Debt Reti rement2

$383.659.00
-628,269.30.- 3~qj 531/· 30

-----
55.449076- 5'~J !'d-'f. 1 0

58.000.00

Total Excess of Revenue over Expenditure

Notes:

L The 'following is a proposed budget statement for CFS-FCE
for the fiscal period of 1983-84. on a cash flow basis •

.
2: See 'Schedule A "CFS Debt Reti rement".

(2,550.30)





Canadian Federati on of Students

DRAFT BUDGET

April I, 1983 - March 31, 1984

HEVENUE

Membership Fees1 ~_, M- Ul1
CFS-Saskatchewan .... ~ .,~
Surplus from Previous Budget Year

EXPENUl TURES

$355.159.00
11,000.00

'l'7,500.00

383,659.00 v

lnfonnation Offi cer

Executive Officer

Two Researchers

Financial Coordinator
Full Time Chair (6 nonths )

1. Salari es

Fie1dworkers
- Alberta Fieldworker
- Atlantic and Prairies

- B;C~ for April

13,600.00
39,600.00

1,375.70

20,800.00
20,800.00
41,600.00

20,800.00
6,670.00

165,245.70 ./

2. Benefits - Alberta Fieldworker
Fieldworkers - Atlantic and Prairies

- B.C. for April

Informati on Offi cer

Executive Officer

Two Researchers

Financial Coordintor
Full Time Chai r
Other Benefits (accumulated sick leave)

950.00
2,888.00

110.00

1,444.00

1,444.00

2,888.00

1.444.00
555.60

1,525.00

./13,248.60

3. Conferences, contingency on a break-even budget·

Note 1: Refer to Schedule B "Projected Revenue" for detail s ,

o

.../2



. 1,800.00

.. ./2
CFS Or-oft budget

4. Travel

Fieldwork - Alberta Fieldworker
Field travel - Atlantic and Prairies

C.C. Meetings - Atlantic and Prairies

- 3 ont~o.a*,.-
Conferences - Atl anti c~lIIa~

- Three Ontario
- Alberta Fieldworker

Informat tun Officer

Regular travel

Travel to Conference,

Researchers

Regul ar travel

Travel to Conference

Executive Officer

Regular Travel

Travel to Conference

. Financi a1 Coordi nator

Regul ar Travel

Travel to Conference

Centra1 COlllloi ttee

C.C. Travel to Ottawa for C.C. Meetings

C.C. Travel to Conferences

Chai rperson's Travel

Other TraveT

Staff Development Week-end

1,600.00
4,600.00

800.00

700.00

1,600.00
1,200.00

400.00

240.00
400.00

720.00
800.00

360.00

400.00

360.00
400.00

J37,5l:l0.00

•
5. Bank Charges

Bank loan 3,000.00 3,000.00

... /3

.;
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CFS IJraft Budget

6. [xpenses
Fie1dwork
Nationa1 Fi e1dworkers I Li vi ng Expenses
While in the Field
Fie1dworkers I Conference and C. C. Meeti ngs
Expenses: •. •
4 Provo FW X' $17'X 4· days X 2 C.C. Meetings
4 Provo FW X $8.50 X 6 days X 2 Conferences
2 Natl. FW X $17 X 4 days X 3 C.C. Meetings
2 Natl. FW X $8.50 X 6 days X 2 Conferences
1 Alberta Fieldworker o CC, 1 Conference)
Information Officer
Regular Expenses
Expense for C.C. Meetings
Expense for Conferences

Researchers
Regular Expenses
Expense for C.C. Meetings
Expense for Conferences

Executive Officer
Regular Expenses
Expense for C.C. Meetings
Expense for Conferences

Financial Coordinator
Regular Expenses
Expense for C.C. Meetings
Expense for Conferences

8,160.001

i\

544.00

408.00

408.00

204.00
238.0

240.00

340.00

102.00

480.00

680.00

204.00

240.00

340.00

102.00

240.00

340.00

102.00

J

--J
18,022.00

Centra1 Conlnittee
C.C. Meetings' per diems
Conferences I per diems
Full Time Chairperson's field Expenses

j
3,000.001~o

900.00 l\,IJ
750.00

7. Accommodation
For 3 C.C. Megtings in Ottawa 5,400.00 5,400.00 J

... /4



••• /4
CFS Oraft Budget

8. Office Ren ta l

$1,700 X 101:; months

Y. Office Supplies

$150 per month for 12 months

10. Postage and belivery

Couri ers

Telegrams

Mail i ngs

C.C. Meeting mailings

11. Printing

Infor'mati on Servi ces

Intro Leaflets and Posters

Bul Ie t i n

Campaign Leaflets and Posters

News Releases

Buttons

Central Conrnittee

C.C. Letter (20 issues)

Research

Research Bank (Filing Cabinets)

Fact Sheets

Research Papers

Gene ra 1 Costs

Design and Layout

Photo Magneti'c Transfers

Stationary

Typesetting

• ; \ '<

... •

17,850.00

1,800.00

240.00
360.00

4,20p_·.o9.
500.00

3,500.00.

200.00

5,200.00 .

150.00

1,500.00

1,200.00

500.00
100.00
300.00

1,000.00

300.00

1,000.00

250.00

iz.usc.oo ../

1,800.00 I

---/
5,300.00

---J
15,200.00

... /5



••• /5
CFS Draft Budget

12. Professional Fees

Membership Administration - lawyers

Financial Admi,nistration - Auditors

13. Telephone

Fie1dwork

Fieldwork Phone use in the Field

Centra1 Coimri t tee Phone use outs i de Ottawa

Membership Services

Regular Phone Charges for Ottawa Office

Answering Devi ce for Ottawa Offi ce

14. Equipment Rental and Services

Mail i n9 Equipment

Photocopi er

Servicing

1,500.00

3,000.00

1,800.00

2,000.00

13,200.00

300.00

440.00
600.00

200.00

17,300.00 /

1,240.00 V

15. Equipment and Furniture Purchases

Genera1 Furniture 500.00

Typewri ter 750.00

1,250.00.
,;

16. Subscriptions and Publications

Research 1,323.00 1,323.00 ,f

17.

18.

Conference Expenses

Sma 11 Budgeted Members Subsi dy

C.C. Expenses for Accommodation and

Chairperson's Honorarium

$200 per month 1,200.00

j

--I
8,240.00 .

1,200.00

••• /6
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CfS Uraft Budget

19. Women's Steeri!1g Comnl t.tee .
Alberta Organizing School
Newsletters
Postage
Phone ~

Steering CO/Mlittee Meeting
Travel "

300.00
300.00

60.00

300.00

240.00
460.00

, ,

1,&60.00 ./

20. National Graduate Council
Comnunications (phone,postage,printing)
Research/Education
Resource Materials
Contingency

21. Colleges - Technical Constituency

22. Membershi p Fees
Canadi an Council on Socia1 Development
Canadian Health Coalition
Amnesty International

23. Referenaum Expenses

24. Advertising for Staff and Temporary Positions

25. Translation and Interpretation

26. Contingency

550.00
150.00
100.00
50.00

850.00 -/

300.00 300.00 /

27. Ottawa Meettng Re: Amalgamation and FT Chair
Travel ($350.00 X 1.5' people X 1 meeting),
AcconJoodati'on ($25 X 8 nights X 2.5 people)
Per Di'ems ',($15 per day for 2.5 people)':

525.00
500.00
300.00

~--J
" 1,325.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
--------------



SCHEDULE A

CFS DEBT RET! REMENT SCHEDULE

Fi sca1 Year
CREDITOR 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 19!14-85

Connon Pri nti ng Group (14,000) 7,000 11,000 -0-
(4,000)

CUTS-Trave1 .(8,500) 8,500 -0- -0-

CFS-Saskatchewan -0- -0- (11,000) 11,000

CFS-Services (31,500) -0- 14,000 17,500

Lethbri dge (21,000) 11,000 8,000 2,000

U.B.C•• 7,000 -0- -0- -0-

U.P.E.I. -0- lD,OOO 22,000 2,000
(24,000)

Ta,1isma'!. Motor Inn (15,000) 12,000 3,000 -0-

TOTAL DEBT RETIRED 7,000 48,500 58,000 32,500

TOTAL DEBT (INCURRED) (90,000) C31,500} (15,OOO) -0-



SCHEDULE B , ,
,;"

PRO J E C T E 0 REV E N U E
1 9 8 3 / 8 4

INSTITUTION MEMlIERSHIP ~~n~g~~ FEES $ I

Algoma College NUS (fee;$l) 200 200
Atkinson College NUS 1,400 1,400
Aiberta Grads CFS (P) 2,000 506
Calgary Grads CFS 1,750 5,250
Capilano College CFS 2,300 6,900
Carleton and Carleton Grads CFS 12,000 36,000
catiboo"College;= CFS 2,400 7,200
Dalhousie University CFS 7,400 22,200
David Thompson Univ. College CFS (P) 160 2.
Douglas College CFS 2,000 6,0 00
Grande Prairie College Ct'S 750 2,250
King's College CFS 450 1,350
Lakehead University NUS 2,600 2,600
Laurentian University NOS 3,000 3,000
University.of Lethbridge CFS 2,400 7,200
McMaster University CFS 9,300 27,900
McMaster Grads CFS (P) 1,200 1,200
Memorial University NUS 6,500 6,500
Mount Allison CFS(P) 1,500 1,500
Mount Saint Vfncent NUS 1,700 1,700
Nipissing College CFS 325 975
Northern Lights College NUS 300 300
NscAD CFS 470 1,410
Ontario College of Art CFS 1,400 4,200

.)- Okanagan College - Kelowna CFS 2,000 6,000
Okanagan College - Penticton NUS 100 100
Queens Grads CFS 1,100 3,300
University of Regina CFS 4,000 12,000
Ryerson Polytechnical CFS 10,000 30,000
University of Saskatchewan CFS 11,500 34,500
Selkirk College CFS 700 2.,100
Simon Fraser "University CFS 11,000 33,000
Sir Wilfred Grenfell College . NUS 300 300
University of Toronto Grads CFS 6,200 18,600
Trent University NUS 2,800 2,800
Vancouver Community College

'l, King Edward College NUS 2,000 2,000
Langan. College" CFS 5,000 15~000

\ two L Vancouver Vocational Inst. NUS 2,000 2,000
University of Waterloo NUS 17,000 17,000
Wascana Institute CFS 1,400 4,200
University of Western Grads NUS 2,000 2,000
University of Winnipeg CFS 4,000 12,000
York University NUS 9,300 9,300

-I Kwantlen College CFS 1,500 4,500
Kelsey Institute CFS(P) 2,500 66i)-

Universite' de Moncton CFS (P) 2,500 1106

"HoHann CQi10We • CFS(P) 500 160. . ,
1.800U.P.E.I. CFS(I') 4~

GRAND TOTAL FEES 360,159

-Less Allowance for Bad pebts 5,000
Adjusted FEES ~AL 355,159



(.

PLEDGES MADE AT CLOSING PLENARY

MAY 8, 1983

Alberta
Atki nson
U8C
Calgary Grads
Capilano
Douglas College
Guelph
Fanshawe
Kwantlin
McMaster·
McMas ter Grads

. Memorial
Moncton
Nippising .
Okanagan (Kelowana Campus)
Queens
Queens Grads
Ryerson
Simon Fraser
Langara
Trent
Carleton
CFS-Pactfi c
Waterloo
Kings College
CFS~Ontari 0

TOTAL r

Uni versity- of Victorta

$ 500.00 plvs offl ee space.
300.00
500.00
500.00
300.00
200.00
500.00
250.00
200.00 plus a dance
500.00
50.00

750.00
250.00
250.00
200.00
500.00
100.00
500.00
750.00
300.00
27.50

2500.00
200.00

(Council)
Pay Thei r Bi 11
June Conference

$8,297.50

Alberta/BC party




